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Colby to become "one big happy family"
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
Ruse Editor

Pursuing the Colby ideal of becoming a completely residential
college, President Bob Cooter has
announced plans which involve
moving all peoples directly associated with Colby onto the Mayflower Hill campus. Cooter, who
worked on the plan with Dean of
Students Janice K. Assman and
Dean of Temp Housing Paul Big
Johnson, explained that the plan,
with aspirations of taking effect by
the year 2000, will include not only
students, but faculty and administration as well.
Johnson explained that, due to
the recent donations given by porn
star Ron Jeremy and Natural Light
Brewing Company for new residence halls on campus, the College
will have sufficient room available
to house the extra seniors and fac-

ulty.
When asked about the motivation behind the plan, Cooter explained that he hopes by forcing
everyone to live on-campus, the
College won't have to deal with
off-campus requests from seniors.
"If everyone,and I mean everyone,
is on-campus,then why would anyone want to move off?" he questioned.
Assman expressed excitement
that the plan will "make us all one
big happy family." She feels that
the plan will greatl y improve student-faculty relations outside of the
classroom setting. "When a student
shares a bathroom with his or her
professor, or even with me for that
matter, barriers are brought down
and close interaction is made possible, thus making everyone
happy." Assman went on to explain that all members of the administration will be privy to the
same rules and regulations as stu-

dents and will be under consideration for the same punishments.
Although some members of the
administration and faculty seem
content with the new plan ("Hey,
I've seen it coming all along," said
Professor of Geology Paul Foss enthusiastically), others are less than
excited.
"The alcohol policy on this
damn campus is too strict. I refuse
to live on this campus and play by
these rules. What's this I hear, they
won't even let Joka's deliver?" complained Professor of English Charlie
Trashit.
Other professors expressed excitement over the prospect of get- .
ting closer to students. "I have no
problem with the new plan," said
Professor of Government Sand y
Beach. "Living side-by-side and
partying with the students sounds
great. I just hope I get put on Frat
Row; I hear that's where all the
excitement is."

Academic Affairs Committee
to sanction cheating
BY AMY MONTEMERLO
Assistant Ruse Editor

Monday, May 5th,the Academic
Affairs Committee announced its
decision to condone cheating in the
classroom to the student body. This
decision stemmed from a year-long
investigation exploring the possibility of adopting alternative forms
of education at Colby.A special joint
faculty-administration Committee
on Cheating was thus established
this fall to explore the option of
endorsing academic dishonesty and
deception.
This investigation was primarily a result of an influx of parent
and student concerns over the lack
of grade inflation in academic, departments at Colby. Students were
concerned that they might actuall y
have to study, work or even attend
class in order to ensure a passing
average. Parent concerns generally
pertained to financial aspects. Many
parents were upset over the fact
that the increase in the tuition fee
for the 1996-1997 academic year did
not automatically guarantee higher
student grade point averages. Other
parents were dismayed to realize
that offering a professor a bribe was
illegal.
The Committee on Cheating s
final resolution, which was full y
endorsed by President Bob Cooter,
explicitly sanctions student use of
crib notes for all academic tests and
quizzes. While taking final and midterm exams , however , students w ill
be allowed to prepare and use more
extensive sets of cheat sheets. Regu-

Echo photo by Woody

Copying directly from your textbook is one way to see if the
prof , really reads your paper.
lation-size forms for both crib notes the "communal transfer of inform
and cheat sheets will be made avail- tion." This policy, also referred to
able for students a t the beginning of the "budd y system," encourag
each semester. Through extensive students to share exam , test or qu
research and experimentation, the answers with each other. Commi
committee found that such visual tee members feel that this syste
aids will be extremel y beneficial to will " help to foster community
students, who will no longer be the classroom ."
Other popular cheating tec
forced to commit any information
to memory before a lest or quiz . The niques were exp lored and a
Committee's report further asserts also included in the policy . A
that "students should not be forced , cording to the report , both 11
or even encouraged , to retain any "quick g lance over the shoulder
information which will not be of the "I'm just stretching " met
immediate use to them in the real ods, as well as blatant copy ii
will be established as approve
world."
cheating
techniques. The cor
The Committee on Cheating also
decided t o i mp lemen t a new aca- mittee feels that such "group c
demic pol icy t echnicall y k n own as

According to Cooter, tentative
plans call for the erection of a large
stone fence, with three entry ways,
to encompass the whole campus
from the outside world. Colby residents will be given keys which will
unlock the gate closest to their residence, since gates will be locked at
all times to fend off unwanted visitors. Cooter described the set-up in
terms of a military base arrangement, where all one needs to exist
can be found. Additions such as a
supermarket and a campus pub are
laid out in the plan, but the Presidents' Council has yet to approve
these additions.
When asked about cleaning arrangements, Administrative VicePresident Arnie Yahoosinski explained that no additional cleaning
staff will be added to care for the
influx of new inhabitants and addition of new residence halls. "We
find team cleaning is working out
exceptionally well. Plus, now that

our employees are moving in,
they'll have an added incentive to
keep their new homes tidy," he
said.
Dan Fender Bender, Director of
Security, also had positive things
to say about the proposal. "Yeah, it
sounds good to me. At least with
the prospect of leaving campus
erased, the damn newspaper staff
will stop complaining about the
incompetence of the Jitney," he
said.
According to Cooter , this assemblage of students, faculty and
administration living together in a
fenced off area should bring the
Colby community together and foster a cooperative spirit which hasn't
been seen on campus since the abolition of the fra ternity system in
1984. He explained, "We just want
everyone to forget the troubles of
the outside world and live in peace
and harmony in our little Colby
bubble. Is that too much to ask?-'Q

Horse and buggy
replace Jitney

over the campus. Has Assman
given this any thought?
"The feces will blend in with
Asst. Shorts Editor
all the vomit that you drunks
Administrators at Colby are leave all over campus on the
always shocking students with re- weekends. Or 'boot' as you call
peated idiotic changes to things it," said Assman.
She added that PPD , or the
on campus that don't need to be
changed in the firs t place. With OPP guys as she affectionatel y
the latest moronic act, it is obvi- referred to them , could use the
dung for fertilizer. This would
ous that this trend continues.
In an attempt to save about help cut costs even more.
It will obviousl y take these
twenty bucks , the Dumb of Students office has announced that two decrepit horses a lot longer
the J itney will be rep laced next to get students to and from offyear by a horse and buggy.
campu s parties , and students that
"W e th ink this is a gre at idea ," want to get blasted on the weeksaid Dumb of Students J anice K. ends are not happy.
"What happens when those
Assman.
The mot ive behind t he ch ange two things croak?" asked J ake
is to save money. Apparently there Hacksaw. "If t hey die during a
are a couple of hors es that are for trip b ack t o campus , and I 'm
sale in Waterville that are old, drunk, 1 might ju st have to kill
smelly and hav e some kind of t hose horses. "
Ot her st uden t s promis ed t o
strange contag ious disease that
makes them run into trees a coup le urinate on the horses. Is Assman
times a day. Oddl y enoug h, Colby worried about animal ri ghts acgo t a great price on the two horses. tivists coming to campus and in"We spend a lot of money on quiring about the conditions
the J itney each ye a r ," said these horses will be subjected
Assma n. "Are you kids ever sober to?
"No, I'm no t," said Assman.
long enoug h to actually try and
use your br a ins? H a y is a lot "B ec ause if you do anything
mean to those gorgeous horses ,
cheaper than gas these days."
Th e bug gy w i ll st ill be called I'll kill you myself. You kids are
the J itney, but students will not the animals around her e."
I started to bark at Assman
call it the J itney. They will call it
the Shitney. And that is because after her last comment , but sh e
was not amuse d. And I tri ed to
the J itney will actuall y shi t.
Sure , the current J itney, like a sk h er m or e questions , but all
all ot her cars , emi t s exhaus t th at is she kept saying Over and over
harmful t o t he environmen t blah again like R ain Man was "dry
blah blah. But these horses arc campus , dr y campus , not long
going to be droppin g poopies all un til dry campus../ '^
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R oom Draw Coup L eaves Two Dea d

Two disgruntled freshmen who claimed to have lottery numbers 11,985
and 11,986 held the Room Draw Committee hostage in the Marson
Common Ground Room while two gunmen manned the turrets on the
third floor above the commonsroom's floor. The students sent an e-mail to
President Bob Cooter requesting "a phat quad in the heights, or two East
Quad doubles."Cooter refused to give into "the goddamn tyrants who are
... just seeking revengeafter a year in Dana."
The evening turned violent as Dean Big Johnson and a student with a
180 square foot single in Mary Low emerged from what looked to be a
Mafia-style back room deal. The student, upon declaring that he had
acquired what he called a "smooth pad" for his sophomore year was shot
twice in the chest. Big Johnson, sprinting to the microphone in fear, was
silenced when engulfed in flames by a rebel-style molitov cocktail.
The conflict was resolved when a housing owner from Waterville
intervened,offering the freshmen housing. At the close of the negotiations
Cooter was heard saying "Damn straight! I ain't wantin' them punks on
campus next year anyway."(NG)

Trustees to decide fat e of students

Accompanied by American Soup Mogul and Astronomy Professor
Murrey Campbell,President Bob Cooter was seen stargazing last night and
later at Wal-Mart purchasing 17 passport holders and black Nike sneakers.
Theyallegedlyplan todepartforCalifornia onSaturday frorn the Waterville
airport.
PresidentCooterwasbusy Wednesday night,buthis secretary reported
thathe was making "arrangementsfor an intergalacticjourney"and putting
the "finishing touches" on a web page he had been working on for several
years. His secretary was only available for short questioning because she
had to finish express mailing "Colby's Gate"literature to all 15members of
the Bored of Trustees.(NG)
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Flasher caught by accident
BY R . U . GULLIBLE
Lost Writer

The elusive flasher, otherwise
known as the campus stalker, was
finally caught last weekend, to the
great relief of the hundreds of Colby
students who prefer to leave their
dorms without their keys in their
pockets. Reports of the turbulencefree capture of a suspicious man,
thought by some to be the stalker,in
last week's Echo were erroneous
however. The story was recently
found to be a fictitious creation of
Dan T. Fender, Director of Insecurity, for the purpose of preserving
the expedient and thorough reputation of the Security Department.
"I told the Sketch-o a fabricated
truth," said Bender, "because I
wanted to protect the integrity of
my officers, as well as the few students who were involved in the actual incident. I need to clear my
conscience however,and come clean
on this one."
The truth, as we have now discovered,is that the notorious flasher
was actually captured by the unpredictable whim of fate. In a sick turn
of events, his identity was revealed
amongst a group of Colby students
and two officers during a campus
festivity. The author of this article
shudders to think,as he is sure most
students will upon reading this,that
the flasher's presence went undetected among the community for
even the briefest of moments.
Last Friday night several students, including Letim Walkin '98
and Tun L. Vision '99, were hosting
a keg party in Foss. Walkin and
Vision began feeling a little suffocated in the small room in which the
party was being held.
"It was like a... a...",Walkin stuttered.
"A sauna," said Vision.
"Yeah," said Walkin, "a sauna.
Only smokier. We just needed to get
out for a breather."
The two hyper-articulate students left the crowded party for a
breath of fresh air outside. When
approached by a man who slithered
out of the shadows in a long trench
coat with no shoes or socks on, asking for a cigarette, the two students
lowered the bottles from their
mouths to contemplate matters. "We
wondered who he was," said
Walkin, "so we thought we'd get to
know him by inviting him to the
party." Vision added, "he actually
turned out to be a lot of fun."
At the party, the gathered Colby
students found the man to be quite

¦
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Foiled by the lock-out, the stalker called security to be let in
and was led away in chains.
When asked by students to apsociable. "He told us all these stories about how his parents used to proach the keg,the man in the trench
put so many layers of clothing on coat willingly obliged. He later said
him when he was a kid," said that he was having such a good
Walkin. "Only they were funnier at time, and was so happy to have
the party now that I think of it." The found the accepting Foss group, that
man in the trench coat confided to he temporarily forgot his original
the students that he'd always felt intentions. When helped onto the
overdressed since his youth. Feel- keg by Grand, who held his ankles,
ing socially inclined, the Foss resi- the party scene was abruptly sodents acknowledged his inner bered. Though shocked, officer
struggle and continued to party.
Grand continued to hold onto the
It was at this time that officers flasher's ankles, preventing the inLeon "Gonna Getcha" Grand and verted pervert from escaping.
Lackof D. Fence arrived on the
"That' s when we thought it
scene. The two officers were doing a might be a good idea to haul him
routine keg check, making sure the downtown," said Fence.
beer was being dispensed properl y
Bender claims he apologizes for
and tasted okay. The two officers the fabricted story that he created
were aware of the man in the trench about a suspicious man last week
coat, but did not notice anything while still suffering from the aftersuspicious during the first hour of math of the incident. "I felt I needed
their visit at the party.
to say something bland and boring
"It wasn't until the keg stands to tell the community," Bender constarted that we realized we had a fessed in tears. "Sometimes the truth
real situation on our hands," said hurts.
Grand. "I knew there was someWe never believed it anyway,
thing funny about that coat."
did we?Q

Wha t do you like t o do in the office
"I sleep standing up."
-Renee, Booze Editor

"Criticize YOU!"
-Ned, Layoffs Editor

"Cyberporn ."
-Chris, S&M Editor

alone ?

"When am I ever in the office?"
-Eric , Featureless Editor

"Plot world domination."
-Mike, Onions Editor
Echo photos by the Voyeur

SOB-U members go to Vegas to
raise money to pay back SGA
BY ERIC SANDLER
Featureless Editor

In a scandal that has some members of the Student Griping Association threatening to abolish SOBU,it appears the executive committee recently funded a trip for itself to
LasVegas. "I've been SGA treasurer
for a whole year now," Tony Morefun said, "and I have to speculate
these people were dropped on their
heads when they where young. After last semester,I thought they had
learned their lesson, but it appears
they are totally hopeless."
With time running out on the
deadline to pay off their previous
debts to Pointless Council, the two
students, Just Harebrained '98 and
Worthless Extravagance '98, decided to travel to Vegas and win
enough money to make up the difference. As Morefun noted,"there's
nothing about it which technically
violates the n ew constitui
ton, but
their asses are mine when they try
to get reimbursed for their expenses." It seems Harebrained and
Extravagance were up to their old
tricks in Vegas,with a new litany of
questionable expenses.
The two Bored members had
little justification for their actions.
"After seeing 'Beavis and Butthead
do America,'" executive bored

member Extravagancecommented ,
"we wanted to see the sluts,just like
Beavis did."They did more than see
the sluts. Included in the receipts
submitted to Morefun was a $500
charge to Madam Lucy's Lovenest,
a known brothel. "Why do you
care,"Hairlessasked,"after all,prostitution is legal in Nevada."
At least the students displayed
good taste in music. The $300 they
spent for "backstage passes to the
April 25 performance by U2 was
undoubtedly a true multi-cultural
experience as they were able to hobnob with celebrities ranging from
Trent Reznor to Snoop Dogg. "I really can't comment on how good
the show was,"Extravagancestated,
"cause I was really drunk the entire
time." In fact, there's a $100 charge
for "medical services"which reportedly sprang to a trip to the emergency room for treatment for alcohol poisoning.
Perhaps most disappointing
about the whole escapade is the pair
weren't even able to win at the gambling table. In fact, at a poker table
manned by a woman normally referred to as "Tantalizing Tanya,"
the two men lost $333 each.
Needless to say, SOB-U members were shocked by the revelations. "Ican'tbelievetheirpoorjudgment," one anonymous student
commented, "as a math major, I

would certainly have been better at
counting cards." Other members
thought the two had been expelled
from SOB-U after their last transgression and were unable to tap the
club's treasury for any moremoney.
However, these average members
did not realize Dean of Multi-Faceted Fraud GeriatricWheelborohad
met with the executive bored and
had the students reinstated.
"These are two nice boys, and
they deserve a second chance,"
Wheelboro commented. When
asked about the specific amounts of
moneyspent,Wheelboro said "they
were in an environment far away
from Colby and its secure atmosphere. Who are we to judge what
they needed to do to feel comfortable."
Personally, I don't understand what the problem is," she
said. "The members of the Colby
community expect clubs to benefit the entire campus, bu t we all
know this expectation isn't realistic. I say, as long as we can do a
lot of good for a very few students, wh a t's the point of having
speakers or other boring shit no
one wants to go to anyway?"
Senior members of the administration seemed equally apathetic.
"Who cares so long as parents keep
paying the tuition," President Bob
Cooter said.Q

Plans for snack *>**r in library
BY MELISSA OERBI
Snack Writer '
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Nalgenebottleshas been getting dangerously high
in the past few weeks, and studehts were getting

concerned, "First they lock all of the dorms and
then f h e ytake my Nalgene bottle away. I was
beginning to wonder whaf s next. A ban on my
Patagoniaf leece?"said concernedColbystudents.
Terry O'Type '99.
Plans are still in the works for the proposed
addition, although the librarians are strongly
suggesting that the best area would be the
Special Collections rooms. Although the home
of priceless works, one of the librarians was
quoted as saying, "I don't think it will be a
problem, what's the big deal if a few ratty old
books get ruined. We'll just replace them/'

One of the major complaints from Colby
students this semester has been their inability
to take food or drink , even such objects as
Nalgene bottles, into Miller Light Library. All
of this is about to change. College officials have
recently announced plans for the new addition
of a snack bar to Miller Light. "We really thought
it would be the best thing— students must get
hungry and thirsty while studying/ and a snack
bar would give them an opportunity to choose
from a variety of foods and beverages/' said a
member of the library .staff.
"The.books are not a,concern anymore, and we
realized wewerebeing ridiculous when we checked
Proposed names for the snackbar,which the
all of the carrels for food and drinks," said the head administration hopes to erect by the fall of
librarian. This announcement is a great relief to 2000, include "The Stained Page/' "Miller's
Colby students, and the community has rallied Munchies," and "Periodical Cravings,"P

Fbsis/Wdodman I}®rmiiQi*y
Declared Disaster Area
BY AMY M ONTEMERL O
Asst. Ruse Editor

Last Monday, May 5, officials from the Maine State Board
of Health officially decided to
condemn the Foss/Woodman
dormitory. This decision was
fostered by complaints of ex*
cess amounts of garbage, waste
and various decaying food
products which had accumulated in the dorm. Sanitation
off icials , responding to distress
calls from residents,stormed the

dormitory, and, using the laws
of Life,;extracted a number of
students from overflowing piles
of garbage }The entire dormitory was evacuated, and many
residents-were treated for tpXic
fume inhalation. Officials from
the Board of Health, upon a
through inspectionof the building, found gross violations of
public health codes. According
to the Directorof the Board of
Health, Mr* L M» Clean, Foss
was deemed unfit for human
habitation and must be immediately demolished.
]

CHEATING , continued f r ompage 1 —
forts" will "work to improve student communication skills."
The committee's decision has generally been supported by the Colby
community. Cooter feels that this "is one of the best academic decisions
Colby has ever made...given the opportunity, there is no logical reason
why students shouldn't cheat." Vice President of Academic Affairs Bob
McDonald reiterated Cooler's enthusiastic support for the new cheating
policy. "I think that this program will be instrumental in enforcing Colby's
reputation as a academically fair and honest institution," said McDonald.
Some Colby students, however, have had some surprisingly negative
reactions to this policy. Ima N. Erd '00, for example, was personally not
excited about the new policy, "Ijust,like,don't getit... Imean,why reward
the people who don't study, who don't work, who don't spend every
wakingmoment of their lives in the library? I'm sorry, I just can't talk about
this anymore, I'm getting way too stressed..."
The majority of Colby students, however/donot share Erd's opinion.
Butch Nobrain '99 claimed that he speaks for all students in his assertion
that "we don't need no education...we is college students and we is here
at college to first learn about life... school should be second to everything.
Cheating lets us get our priorities straight."Q
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Joka Joe and everybody at MasJ
hopes everybody has a great and safe
summer. And to the graduating seniors , have a great rest of your life.
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We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central M aine
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52 F ront St., Waterville , ME

How many sips to a chug, plunk , plink , plunk , buzz?
"Boot 'n' Rally!"
-Dave "NORM" MacLeay

"Sip? Open your throa t and pour
it down!"
-Erin "Eggplant" Duggan*
?first Echo plunk of tho yonr
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"I don't believe in sipping. It's
not die without the buzz."
- Al "Groupee" Nemiccolo

"fi...uh...bizz "
-Dan "TORCH" Deitch
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"The beginning of a blackout. "
-Hacksaw
E cho p ho tos by Da Sp ecia l Sauce

Porn star 16 fund iiew dorp
BY EZRA DYER
Schlock Writer

, BY HIMBWE YWITZE

In a recently shocking development, President Cooter an ;
nounced last week that yet another new dorm is to be built for
the 1998-99 school year. This came
as a surprise to the entire community, as the new Anthony-SchupfMitchell dorms nearly ran into
funding problems last March. But
there will be no such cash dilemmas affecting the latest Colby residence hall,as prominent actor and
philanthropist Ron Jeremy has alread y p ledged five million dollars towards the project.
When asked to comment on
the donation, Cooter admitted
that he was "a little skeptical at
first" of accepting such a large
amount of money from an established porn star. But after meeting and having dinner with Mr.
Jeremy, Cobber concluded that he
was "a perfect gentleman," and
would in fact even receive an honorary Colby degree. It was also
arranged for Mr. Jeremy's latest
film, "Bad Mama Jama And The
Fat Ladies Of The Evening," to
show in Lovejoy 105 this weekend.
When asked why he decided to
bestow Colby with such a generous
gift, Jeremy said, "I've always been
dedicated to education. I feelif s tremendously important for our young
people to be able to master—, uh,
matriculate in a healthy environment." Indeed, Mr. Jeremy was a
high school teacher before embarking ohhis current career as porn star.
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Jeremy, center, is flanked by comrades Pres. Cooter and Prof.
Weasel
Adventures of Buttgirl and1 suite.
It is rumored that some people
Wonderwench" and his sci-fi classic,,
in the administration are against
"Ubangis on Uranus."
Jeremy did, however, give the2 accepting Jeremy's donation, on
money with the stipulation thatt the grounds.that it will blemish
the new dorm would be built to3 the college's reputation. But Dean
his specifications. Thus, each off of Temp Housing Paul BigJohnson
the 35 rooms will be co-ed, andi admitted that the pressure was
they will all be the same size. Jer-- on to start some type of construcemy said determining whether the2 tion project before next year,
rooms are doubles, triples, orr "Having some kind of construcquads will be left up to the stu-- tion going at all times is imperadents, "whatever they're in the2 tive," said John-stone. "It gives
mood for." Each room will fea-- the school a sense of action that
ture a mirrored ceiling and walls, people seem to like. If nothing's
and three-inch purple shag car- getting built or renovated,we look
peting. A few features sure to stagnant and noncompetitive. Bemake the Jeremy dorm one of the fore Ron's generous gift, we'd
yi&hasazriassedhis considerable
iosisoiight-a f ierresidence halls planned to simply dig a big hole
£or- rr
tune by starring in over 1,000 films, are the king-size waterbeds and in the Roberts lawn. We didn't
including "21 Hump Street," "The hot tub to be included in every have the money to build anything,
we were just going to dig a hole,
HH Specializing in Collision Repairs of All &__$ then fill it in. It probably wouldn't
even have obstructed any traffic."
Vehicles, Foreign and Domestic
sj a
Kg
Regardless of where the
money came from , the new
dorm is sure to be a hit with
students. With his five million
dollar donation, Ron J eremy
has generously shared his personal endowment with Colby.Q
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"My semester abroad was fantastic! I leaned so much from my
experience... I'll never forget
Chief 'Six-pack o' Whup-ass'
Kumalya and his people atZPD,"
commented an ecstatic Meredith
Greene '98 upon her return from
the newly established Colb y
study abroad program in Zaire.
Greene is one of two students
who were selected to participate
last semester in a revolutionary
new program which offers the
unique opportunity to stud y
side-by-side with members of
Zairian law enforcement. Junior
Charles Costanzo also spent a semester with the Zairian Police
Department. "I ju st got tired of
all that 'pastoral nomads imposing authority on sedentary
peoples' crap and 'subverting the
dominant paradigm' drivel of
academia. I wanted the real thing!
Now I can say 'Please! Stop! I'll
tell you everything |' in fourteen
different languages including
Swahili and Esperanto," he exp lained.
Approved at the beginning of
the semester , the Zairian Armed
Police Program (ZAPP) targets
students eager to make a splash
in the field of law enforcement or
criminology. Colby Director of
Off-Campus Studies Jon Eissss
was intrigued from the very beginning. "I know that ; Zaire
doesn't have the best record in
enforcing the law or even running a respectable third-world
country but something makes me
think they're really working hard
to turn their country around ," he
said. Since his "inspection visit"
to Kinshasa, Eissss has been even
more enthusiastic. "Long-live
President Seko!" he shouted from
his new black Mercedes, conspicuousl y filled with buxom,
scantily-clad Zairian women as
he sped away f rom May flower
Hill.
Zaire, Africa's largest country,
has come under fire in recent years
un der charges of gra f t , extortion,
unlawful search and seizures and
astounding instances of really, really cruel an d unusu al punishment.
But police chief Jean-Luc "Six-pack
o' whup-ass" Kumalya insists that

Zaire is beyond that. "Some money
certainly changed hands through
less than legal means ; in the- old
days," he commented from his secluded mansion high above the
Kinshasa sprawl, "but there is no
room for that in the newZaire. Hopefully/we will be able to teach these
nice American boys and girlsTthat
sometimes if s okay to subdue a
suspect who is widely regarded as
troublesome to a nation's infallible,
democratic leader...like your Bill
Clinton!" y
Law enforcementand Zaire may
seem like oxymorons . to many
Americans, but Greene insists that
there is a standard. "They're really
strict about consistency. You know,
if you catch somebody stealing food
or speaking out against the government, you kind of have a
responsibilty to beat them to within
an inch of their lives. Not a half inch,
not two inches — an inch. If s a
teamwork thing," said Greene.:; r . ..
Students participating in ZAPP
learn invaluable law enforcement
skills in a land complete with a fully
operational black-market and millions Of dollars in foreign aid against
a backdrop of tropical bliss. The
program's course offerings are extensive, covering engaging topics
such as "Economics in Urban Africa," where students gain a better appreciation for the "informal sector" of the economy and "Thumbscrews in a Post-Modern World," a
course designed to provide students
with a working knowledge of the
ancient art of thumbscrewing and
its applications in a well-oiled poL
lice state.
Having the whole station and
the prison downstairs as our classroom was just such an experience
for me," said Costanzo enthusiastically. "You learn so much. If s not
the kind of job where you keep your
hands clean...or your jack-boots for
that matter! I think it's great that
Colby has this program,"he added.
It seems the relationship between Colby and the Zairian Police will be a mutually beneficial
one. Associate Dean of Students
Rob LaFlower has named both
Costanzo and Greene to head the
Woodman Hailstaff po stions for
next year; With any luck, the two
will bring a little order and stability to a dormitory traditionall y p lagued b y lawless
heathen.Q

What do you do when you're frustrated?
"Vomit."

"Curse the computers."

"... break everything."
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Colby becomes commuter school:
Natural Light donates megabucks
BY KATIE QUACKENBUSH
Fowl Writer

Bowdown College
Freeport, ME

An emergency announcement has been made
by the newly appointed Dean of Housing, Al
LaMan, former manager of the campus post office.
The executive bored of NESCAC will meet this week to discuss
Due to the outrage of underclassmen at the plans
suspending Bowdown from the league after allegations surfaced the
to have an all-senior dorm next year, LaMan has
school attempted to pay hockey recruits to matriculate. "I say, I say we
appealed to the makers and distribution manufacain't done nothing wrong," Spokesrooster Foghorn Leghorn said.
turers of Natural Light Beer for a massive donaBowdown students were more suspicious. They reported a new group
tion for new housing. All the dorms will have
of students from Sicily had been seen around campus. Appearantly,
major renovations during the 1997-98 year. Beafter Bowdown's humiliating losses to Colby in hockey, people nocause
of these renovations, however, all students
ticed prominent members of the athletic department had suddenly
will be forced off-campus for the year.
"disappeared." As for the recruits, they were unimpressed by
The only on-campus housing will be distributed in
Bowdown's offer. 'They tried to offer me a Chevy. To play for those
a room draw tomorrow night. Student Lacktivities will
losers, it's gonna take a BMW," one player threatened.
host a Stupid Center dance, and at 10pm, room draw
numbers
will flutter down from the balconies. Only
Blahs College
those students who actually arrive before the dance
Lewislum,ME
begins will have an opportunity for one of the 50
spaces available. This method of distribution has
In response to dwindling standards among incoming classes,Blahs
been deemed more fair than the standard lottery of
has instituted a program of "merit scholarships for gifted students."
past years. LaMan will, of course, be accepting
Students of a high academic caliber will be offered housing which
bribes for "special consideration." It would be
features private showers and five-star chefs. Also,like so many of this
advisable to consider making arrangements with
nation's top universities, these "gifted students" will get Ivy League
LaMan since the room draw will end at 10:02pm.
grade inflation. "Let's face it, the average Blah's student is pretty
Students who opt to select from the 50 housing
pathetic," President Nazzo Guido said, "we need to make some
options available may choose from the deluxe Library
changes fast ." Some people from outside Blahs have criticized this
Tower Suite, Water Tower Tents, or waterfront leandecision, but Blahs sophomore Johnny Notsosmart didn't seem to
tos. And in keeping with the recent trend of overchargmind. "Like, uh, does this mean they're gonna take my weed away,"
ing students, there will be an administrative fee for all
he wondered.
pond properties. These accommodations will be unheated and students will have to furnish their own
sleeping bags since furniture is not included in the
$1000 fee.
There was some anxiety at the Alumni and Devel"I woke up, and Rupert was no opment Office because Natural Light's donation was
BY I.M. CHUGGIN
where to be found," said Peggy contingent on the amendment of the alcohol policy.
Editor-in-Brief
O'Henry, Rupert's host. "The last The Board of Trustees has been meeting in secret for
thing I remember, he mumbled months with newly elected representatives from AlcoThe newest dorm on campus something about seeing the' west- holics Anonymous. These new members were highly
has finall y been named. After a ern-most part of campus. He might influential in mandating the requisite Beer Die tournamarathon 12-hour sesh, Dean of have been a little...messed up. I ments in dining halls for next semester. The May 1st
Housing Big Johnson, Dean of thought he was talking craziness." deadline was narrowly achieved, avoiding disaster.
Like all dreamers who are
the College Early Myth and PresiNow that the funding for the dorm renovations has
dent Bob Cooter have agreed to later recognized for their accom- been approved, LaMan has announced the hi ghname the building after its set- p lishments, Rupert has been lights of the project. "All the dorms will now be
tler , the infamous Herbert called many things by the stu- equipped with a wet bar adjacent to the main television
dents jealous of the brave young lounges,"said LaMan,and all rooms will include singles
Rupert.
Rupert, who is now on the man.
for the perpetuation of the Blue-Light Legend.
made
the
,
Board of Untrustees,
"Yeah whatever Rupert ,"
An additional housing option will be added in the
pilgrimage to the new dorm when yelled Phil Macrakin '666, from fall. Students have come to LaMan demanding that
he was a guest of the College. For his window overlooking Rupert there be a clothing-free dorm. "The nudists on
the few who are unfamiliar with Hall. "You're nothing here, noth- campus have been systematically repressed, and
his story, Rupert fell victim to ing. We all know you found this we demand equal opportunity and respect," said Grin
the elements (beer , snow, stalker, place by accident. No, no! I told N. Bare-it '99. Students choosing to live in nudist
a ngry Spa folks) on his way him! It was my idea."
housing must sign an agreement similar to that in
across campus late one night and
The deadication will be held chem-free housing upon arrival that they will not
made shelter for himself inside next Sunday afternoon, a little violate the clothing policy. Anyone returning home in
the building. Rel y ing onl y on his after 4 p.m. All are encouraged clothes will be forced to move into other housing.
As a result of the sizable donation funding the
instincts, the pioneer found all to attend, and commemorative
the material he needed to keep insulation rolls will be sold as project, the dorms will all be renamed to credit the
himself warm on the cold memorabilia of Rupert's journey contributor. Some of the names already chosen inacross M ay flower Hill.Q
clude: Hemp Hall, Tokin' Towers, Brewery Row and
winter's night.

New Dorm Named

Overused Echo file photo

Anheuser-Busch has made students happy by
providing f r e e cases of Natty on the
weekends.
Keg Korners. A monument commemorating the occasion of the dedication will replace the flagpole. The
statue will depict a frat brother doing a kegstand,
supported by two drunken friends.Q
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What are your symptoms?
What were you dia gnosed with?
"I'm tired and stressed...they
said that I had Echo-itis."
-Amy

"Dunno...I came up for Ty lenol
but they kept me here for three
days."
-Tanya

"I had a hangnail...they say I
have Leprosy."
-Jen

"I have advance rectal inflammation and I giggle when I urinate.
Thank goodness they diagnosed me
with a yeast infection."
-Miller

"I haven papercut...they told m<
I'm pregnant."
-Renee
Echo photos by J en Atwood, R.N.

Rants
10 p.m. to midnight specials
Microwbrews
Natural Light
K at ahdin
16 oz. drafts *$_______ &
j**S$S|l
Free Pizza Slices

11-11:30pm.
with a ny college ID

Shipyard

Otter Creek
Oak Pond

16 oz
dmfts

Live entertainment every Saturday

Friendly ghost looking for good time
In the past years the bright,
young faces have just been passing
through the halls and I feel suddenly much older. I suppose thaf s
what happens when you've been in
a place for so long, but I really don't
think people realize how strongly I
feel attached to this school and the
lovely boys and girls who attend it.
Having existed for well over a century I probably am not so hip as I
once was (I was once very hip back
in the days of gas lights and buggy
whips!). But as the millennium approaches I must admit that my
haunting prowess is on the wane.
I need to be revitalized by the
community upon whose life energy

I feed-yoursfColby. This is why I
especially beseech the Mary Low
Commons community to join together in a concerted group effort to
restore my spectral potency. For this
I implore the residents of Mary Low
and Coburn to muster their financial strength and purchase two (2)
handles of Jack Daniels bourbon
whiskey to be left behind Runnals
Union on Tuesday and Thursday
nights respectively at 11:00pm. To
the students of Foss and Woodman,
I charge you with a task more suited
to your decadent ways. I implore to
undertake similar financial measures as your cross-quad counterparts and purchase one (1) eighth

bag of super-dank, kind-buds to be
left also behind Runnals Union on
Wednesday and Friday nights respectively,once again at 11:00.Keep
in mind,students,that this is tribute
to an otherworldly presence and
should not be trifled with or mocked.
Only through gaining a better understanding and appreciation of the
general Mary Low Commons community will I be better suited to
haunt it. Besides, a girl my age
should be accorded her vices.
The Runnals Ghost ,
Ed. Note- You heard the lady, what
are you waiting for ?

We love that Truman kid

on the Concourse in downtown Waterville

founded in 1877
ERIN M. DUGGAN, M.A. '97, L.S.D., P.C.P., T.H.C., J.D., President of the College
JENNIFER SPIESS, Shit! I 've got so much work to do Editor
I

RENEE M. LAJEUNESSE, Booze Editor
LARRY BENESH, Shorts Editor
MIKE TRUMAN, Onions Editor
ERIC SANDLER, Creatures Ed itor
CHRISTOPHER DACUS, S & M Editor
RYAN MAYHUGH, Risque Business Manager
DANIEL A. DEITCH, Online Editor
RYAN MAYHUGH, Asst. Shorts Editor
AMY MONTEMERLO, Asst. Booze Editor
BRIAN MILLER, Penis E d itor
1 RYAN COSTELLO, Online Asst.

NED GIGNOUX, Layoff Editor
JENNIFER ATWOOD, Porno Editor
:
BRIAN HACKMAN, Ass Layoff Editor
DAVE MACLEAY, Ad Manager
ALICIA NEMICCOLO, P rescri ptions Mgr.
TANYA SEMELS, Asst. Porno Editor
NATHAN CURTIS, Asst.Porno Editor
DANIEL MORRIS, Layoff Assistant
PAIGE MORRISON, Layoff Assistant
CHRIS BUCK, Layoff Assistant
CALVIN BUTLER, Online Asst.

The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College each
week when they're drunk.
The Echo hates letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate community. Letters should not exceed 4 words and must pertain to PDA at Colby. Letters are due
by Sunday at midnight for publication the last week. Letters should be typed and must
be signed and include a check for $6. If possible, p lease also submit letters on a granite
tablet. Yes, you may also submit letters via Pony Express.
The Echo reserves the ri ght to burn all submissions.
The Editorials, above, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertising and features are those of our evil overlords.
The Echo will make every possible inaccuracy, but will not be held responsible for
errors in advertisements or articles.
For information on advertising rates, publication dates, or to contact us about
submitting an article, p lease call (207) 872-3349 (x3349 on campus).

Good job on the online Echo, I Mike Truman kid? I've seen some of ken, let their appeal be answered.
hate to admit it but it looks like your his stuff and its great, real groundKeith Cormier
electronic paper is (probably) better breaking material. His style and
than (some issues of) our regular piercing view into the heart of the
Ed. Note-Hey,Icouldn 'tagreewith
newspaper at Assumption. There issues are gifts that must be shared
does seem to be one problem though, with the world. Give this man his you morel I say we lobby to get his
how about more articles from this own column. The masses have spo- salary upped as well!

Who am I? What am I doin g?
I just read the paper and boy was
I disappointed, what kind of paper
is this? I get this strange feeling
you're a bunch of Nazi skinheads
just looking for a vehicle to promote
your right-winged pro Christian
tendencies. Well as a Jewish-Muslim I am outraged. If I had half ,

mind you only half, of the mind I
had before the mushrooms had
such an adverse effect, I would
show you how to write a real news
story. One complete with pictures
and many,many, many nouns and
proverbs. Keep plugging away at
your cute little paper and be rest

assured that no one really takes col
lege journali sm serious anyway.
John Lofstock
Ed. Note- fohn, you'reasad , dis
turbed little man.

McKiernan? Kennedy? Both hkve K's... coincidence?!
How sad for Colby College:
Kath y McKiernan, an alumna,
now works for Sen. Kenned y, responsible for the death of a
young woman in Jul y, 1969, due
to his lack of responsibility. Prior
to this, Ms. McKiernan worked
for Bill Clinton, a federal felon
under 10USCCHAP.47,for dishonoring a lawful notice to report for
military training. Both of these
statements, are factual. I can't help
but wonder, what this says about
Ms. McKiernan. Do these criminal
actions, bother Ms. McKiernan, or
does she believe in the extremist
Democratic statement of "so what"?
Don Schwartz

¦
Ed. Note: Jj el meguess,you also believeOllie Northis an Americanhem., .-- ¦•¦¦

-^TO |-~ Maine 's Best Deli!

Frida y & Saturda y

DELIVERY HOURS
UNTIL 2 a.m.
Dining Room closes at 9 p.m. as usual

873-7808

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO
"I plan to manually mas
lurbate caged animals for ar
tificial insemination."
-Brian , Penis Editor

"Spend the rest of my life pay
ing off student loans"
-Al, Perscri p ti ons Mgr.

Go to court to fight my Colby
parking tickets. Up yours,Security"
-Dave, God

Tm going t o become a

professional idiot."
-Ryan, Asst. Shorts, Em-

bezzlement

"It's time to kick back,
dr ink some beers an d smoke
some weed!"
-Daniel, Sketchy Ed
k

Echo photos hy Your Mom

Slanders
A Liberal Art s Degree: Worthl ess for the Future
BY ROBYN D. MACO
Scandalous Writer
As students of Colby College,
ranked 18 in the nation among all
liberal arts institutions for its high
academic standards, we should all
realize that a liberal arts degree will
be worthless by the year 2000. It is
critical that Colby should change its
curriculum and academic requirements for graduation in order to
ensure that its graduates will be
gainfully employed and have acquired useful lifetime skills. Having a job immediately after graduation, not a scholarly education, is
the most important thing in the
1990's and in the next century.
What respectable emp loyer

would want to hire graduates who
have mastered a lab science, taken
three semesters of a foreign language, English composition, studied the social sciences,diversity,the
arts,history, quantitative reasoning
and in addition to the College's distribution requirements, have fulfilled the requirements for a major
and another major or minor? It appears that our current distribution
requirements arearchaic and in desperate need of modernization.
It all starts with theInternet.The
"Net" is going to rule our lives from
now until ' we actually have computer chips installed in our bodies.
Although we all have access to the
Internet at Colby, it is clear that not
everybody is completely familiar
with it. Once that is ensured, it

should be required that all freshman take a computer class and learn
all the powers of the Internet. It
seems inevitable that within twenty
years, the whole world will be connected to the Internet. In good conscience,Colby cannot let its students
fall behind the ways of the world.
Once everybod y is familiar with
the Internet,the College can modif y
all distribution requirements.
Clearly,it would be to all students'
benefit if the distribution requirements had to be fulfilled via the
Internet. English 115 would be the
first to undergo changes. Who needs
to improve written communication
skills when we have e-mail and the
chatrooms? Communicating with
strangers from around the nation in
steamy sex chatrooms not only en-

Happiness is back! Rej oice! Rej oice!

damn content. I do no work and I
have a 3.2 GPA. And I'm stinkin'
Libel Editor
drunk!" said one student as he
tumbled down the front steps.
In a sudden turn of events last "Ouch! God Damn! Woo-hoo!
Thursday, Colby students came to Ow.„."
the dawning revelation that life at
Even chem-free students jo ined
Colby was perfect. Fireworks in on the fun as kegs were rolled
erupted over Miller Library as stu- into Pierce to celebrate.In a show of
dents and faculty danced the night tribute to the last time Pierce was
away with the good news. Admin- chemful, residents ripped out the
istrators and cleaning staff embraced toilets and threw a piano off of the
each other as good will and cheer balcony. One resident commented,
infected the campus.
"We never get to rack up huge dorm
The stunning announcement
apparently began in the Dana dinas
ing hall. Apparently, Dana began
offering donuts at breakfast. It is
reported one student made the observation that his life was now complete. Before long, others began
agreeing. It didn't take very long for
things to get out of hand as a wave
of euphoria began to run across campus. While the mood caught most
observers off guard, it came as no damage bills. The time had come."
surprise to this reporter's grandAs evening approached, the revmother, who always equated love elers surged towards the President's
and happiness with food.
House and began chanting "Bob!
The party grew in fervor as ten- Bob! Bob!" The President then
ured professors decided to cancel stepped unto his balcony and adclasses and enjoy the festive party dressed the crowd thanking them
that was breaking out on the Miller for their worship. "It's true my fellawns. "I figured, why not?" said low Colbyites!Money can buy hapone professor. "There's nothing Bob piness! And to keep this happiness
[Cotter] can do about it, I'm here going, I hereby declare tuition will
until I die."
be raised to $35,000 next year!" The
Studentsentiment was thesame. crowd app lauded wildly. For an
"I look around and think I'm pretty encore, Cotter then did a beautiful

BY MIKE TRUMAN

"She quivered
she felt his fingers
move slowly up
her thigh , closer...
closer... "

version of "Don't Cry for Me Argentina." At the end of this emotional performance, the audience
rushed the house and carried Cotter
across campus. The euphoria was
running so high now that Mrs. Cotter didn't even mind the subsequent
destruction of her flower beds.
When they reached Frat Row, a
ticker tape parade awaited while
"Ode to Joy"blasted from the Piper
lounge. The procession moved to
the band shell where the reveling
on Mayflower Hill could echo
through Waterville, Winslow, and
some European towns on the most
western coast of Spain.
But the merriment didn't sit well
withatleastone administrator. Dean
of Faculty Bob Mac "Dadd y "Arthur
announced his resignation. "Forme,
this is an utterly disgusting turn of
events. Justlookatthosebeknighted
punks!" Mac "Dadd y" Arthur than
began to weep bitterly. To his further chagrin,the campus reexploded
with rejoicing at word of his departure.
On a further note,the Colby Echo
dissolved the Libel and Slander Department. With the evil purg ed f rom
Colby, the urge to make up hateful
rumors and print them as truth dissipated. Said Libel Editor Mike Notso-Truman on the news, "H ey, it's
no big deal to me. Now I can dedicate all my time to creating witty
answers to give to potential Students on the Street/'Q

hances writing skills,but it also fosters creativity.
In fact,if all distribution requirements were fulfilled on the Internet,
then we do not need professors anymore. If they are not needed on this
campus,then the point that a liberal
arts educationis useless in the 1990's
and beyond is proven. Just because
professors will be terminated from
this College, does not mean that the
tuition will decrease. With the funds
that were once used to pay professors, the school can allocate their
former salaries to go towards the
purchase of new technology each
year. Every student will have the
latest software and computer in his
or her room.
Students willneverhave to leave
their rooms with the Internet as a

complete educational resource. No
one will ever have to go outside in
blizzard-like conditions to make an
8:00 class. While some critics may
find fault with this modern curriculum because it is encourages isolation, interdependence with a machine and a sedentary lifestyle,
Colby students will be at the forefront of modern technology.With such
advanced computer and technology
skills, employers will be fighting for
Colby graduates toworkfor their company;Forgeteducation,law,medicine,
writing, politics, economics, and any
other field that a liberal arts education
onceprepared.Inashortwhile,itseems
everything is goingto revolvearound
thecomputerand theInternet.If Colby
doesn'tact soon,wewill allbedoomed
withan obsolete liberal arts degreeO
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DO WITH YOUR LIFE?

"I plan to go pro. You know,

"Case race!"
-Running Man, Linguist

"Life? I'm sorry, I have no idea
what you're talking about."
-Tanya, Asst. Porno

on the campus golf tour."
-Larry, Shorts

"Is there l if e af ter Echo ?"
-Jen, P ornograph y

"Sleep, drink,and be merry. Then
I'll donate all my money to the Echo,
so we can over throw the College."
-Erin, el Presidente
Echo photos by waiting for an offer
f rom National Geographic
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DO YOU LOVE SUMMER , CHILDREN ,
TRAVEL & FUN?
J oia us at CAMP TACONIC

in the Berkshire* Mountains of western Massachusetts

Free Delive r y

COUNSELORS needed to TEACH:

no minimum for Colby

TENNIS
PHOTOGRAPHY/COMPUTER
SWIMMING
WaTERSKI
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GYMNASTICS/DANCE
ARTS/CRAFTS
THEATRE ARTS
SA1L/W 1NDSURF
ROPES/PIONEER

SALARr + TRAVEL + ROOM + BOARD
J UNE 19, 1997 - AUCUSr 19. 1997

FOR INFO & AN APPLICATION CALL: 1-800-762-2820
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open 11 a.m. - 1:45 a.m.

M aine 's Best Deli!

FREE
DELIVERY
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Every day

call for specials

Wewill not be accepting Colby checks after May 10.

Prospec tive student inebria t ed
BY DANIEL MORRIS
Seldom Laid Assistant
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Prospective Colby student Johann
Drinknhookup was seen visibly intoxicated
on April 20 after a bout of beer die in the
Heights bike room.
"It took us totally by surprise," said
Drinknhookup'shost MattyO'sosick,'00. "We
drink Natty Light for its rich, smooth taste. I
wasn't even aware there was any alcohol in
it." O'sosick, who was Drinknhookup's partner during the three hours he played die,said
he felt ashamed that a prospective under his
supervision could get out of control. "If we
knew this would happen,I never would have
mentioned beer die to him. There are plenty
of fun things to do at Colby that don't involve
drinking." O'sosick went on to suggest that a
tour of the new Olin Science Center might
have been a more appropriate night's entertainment.
"Dude, I am so wasted ," said
Drinknhookup.
While many prospectives are introduced to
Colby's popular beer die during their stay on
campus, none have been inebriated since 1984,
said Dean of Students K. Assman. That student,
who subsequently enrolled at Thomas College,
wasrejected by Colby when newsof his drinking
reached the Dean of Students'office. Though that
prospectivesmuggled his own alcohol onto campus and consumed it without the knowledge of
his host, the host was still held responsible
and suspended for a semester. "Underage
drinking is illegal and will be dealt with as
harshly as possible," said Assman. Charges
of contributing to the delinquency of a minor
were dropped in exchange for 200 hours of
community service.
It is unclear whether Drinknhookup'sconsumption of alcohol will be grounds for Colby
to withdraw the acceptance of his application.
"We will definitely reconsider his application in light of these new developments,"
said Assman. "Something like this really
makes you wonder if this person is fit to be at

Colby. Heavy drinking has no place in an
academic institution. We encourage only
Ritalin and Coke,to help with the exam-week
exaustion."
"Man, I'm wicked drunk," said
Drinknhookup when accosted by the Echo.
During the night Drinknhookup, a resident of Andover, Mass., was christened
"Sniper," a testimony to his knack for the
game which landed him three plunks. However, Drinknhookup's more experienced opponents also skillfully tossed the die and
forced theprospective to consume large quantities of alcohol. After O'sosick realized that
Drinknhookup was intoxicated, he stopped
the game and called PPD to request that the
table be removed. "I didn't want anything
like that to ever happen again," he said.
"Yeehaw!" Drinknhookup said.
Though O'sosick and the other students
who played die with Drinknhookup expressed regret for the prospective's drunkenness, Dean Assman demands they still be
punished.
"When Sniper was plinked or plunked on,
he was forced to drink beer. We consider this
practice a form of hazing and want to bring
disci plinary action against anyone who
plunked or plinked Drinknhookup or his
teammate that night. Our new alcohol policy
says that everyone playing drinking games is
responsible for the actions of the others, so
we'll treat it like they were all drunk, not just
the prospective. In fact, had he gotten behind
the wheel,Sniper could have killed someone.
Therefore, they are accessories to attempted
murder."
The dean commended O'sosick for his
decision to stop the game,but said it doesn't
mean he won't be reprimanded.
Though unhappy about his impending
punishment,O'sosick agrees that he deserves
whatever penalty the adminstration decides
to mete out. "I'll do anything I need to do to
set things right. This whole ordealis like a bad
dream,"he said. "I just hope my mom doesn't
hear about this in the Echo.."
Drinknhookup said, "Oh,man. I think I'm
gonna be sick."Q

What's your drink of choice and why?
"I'm fickle. It's so hard to
choose."
-Dugs

"Murphy's Irish Stout. Erin Go
Braughless!"
-Miller

"I don't know what it is,but
it's the biggest bottle I could
find."
-Woody

"Busch Ugh t. It's a step up from
Natty, and so are we... we think."
-Ryan and Larry

i

"It doesn't qualif y as a keg . Up
yours, Security."
-Dave

Echo photos by me again
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BY BETTER THAN EZRA
DYER
Silly Writer

that far too many of their alcohol poisoning cases have been
first-year students. "One kid
came in here earlier this year, we
had to amputate his leg," said Dr.
Harvey Trousertrout. When asked
why the student's leg was amputated for alcohol poisoning,
Trousertrout replied that that was
"confidential information that I
can't discuss, not even hypotheticaily." Trousertrout was able to say
that the Health Center 's usual
treatment for excessive consumption of alcohol is the app lication of leeches all over the

After meeting for the final
time this year, the Presidents'
Council resolved to raise the issue of voting on the formation of
a possible committee to, in turn
form a subcommittee, to evaluate the reinstitution of fraternitytype hazing on campus. This issue was brought to the table after one member of the council
pointed out that a disturbing
number of incoming freshmen
j ust cannot handle drinking on
campus. This assertion was correlated by the high number of
first-year students who end up in . ml igpn < .tin ^^^f^HlHH
^
the Health Center each fall, vomiting on their shoes.
1 1
•wwyf ***'
Sot
There has been much specu- IB Wtf ** j"*"""* **<**"*t
lation on the reasons behind this
¦
phenomenon. One theory is that, M***:'.. ' '\ *\*C f - vm
*
as the SAT scores and GPAs of
incoming students may have
gone up, alcohol tolerance has fo '¦il tJ
'
ffiCl^tn iS^^
gone down. "That's what we call
Hi 9ltt Ifl ^' qf'^ftO ^'^ il L'lflift ilfffilra: T. ?¦J^^ S^^ t^JV^^ PiWi*? Fffl
^
'the wuss factor '/' said Dean of MIl^BSlSgangsS
jrg&e
K^^R^
^^^^^^
^^^ S^SIiPlii ^lH
tffi&a
Alcohol Robert Erdman. "As the
grades go up, so does the wuss
factor. Back when I went here in
the '70s, before this school got so
selective, nobod y ever ended up
in the Health Center. But these
smart kids... they need some type
of an initiation to get them
settled in."
Health Center offiqials.agreed
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

body, "to get the bad blood out."
The system that President' s
Council hopes to some day talk
about achieving, however, would
insure that ho student would ever
again end up in the Health Center.
One possible solution brought
up by the Council would be to
give each COOT trip three kegs
to carry into the wilderness. The
COOTers would not be allowed to
return to civilization until they
had finished all three kegs. This
scenario was criticized by some
as being too easy, unless there
was some sort of time limit on

how long they would be allowed to drink their beer.
Another suggestion was that
"frat type activities" again be allowed at Colby. Of course, no actual frats would be reestablished , but instead existing
groups would be allowed to act
like fraternities. For instance, if
an incoming first-year wanted
to join the Math Club, they
would be subjec ted to hazing,
whereby he or she would gain
valuable tolerance. Since the
majority of Colby students participate in club activities, this

method would effectivel y cover
the student body.
Another idea brought up at
the meeting was the possibility
of instituting some type of test
prior to enrollment, similar to
the advanced placement tests. If
a student successfully passed
this test, he or she would be exempt from whatever hazing rules
were implicated.
Whatever conclusion Presidents' Council reaches next fall,
it is clear that Colby needs to do
something to combat this serious
problem.Q

Heed a BREAK f rom Fina ls?
Win the ULTIMATE

from Ameri canAirlin es'
You could win round -trip
air line t icket s
:for yourse lf 8a^ fj ^e
y
fr ^nd sj
t

^^^^^^^^^^ ¦^^^ ¦^^ raM^wi^p^^.^^^^^—^———

HELP .WANTED Men/Women>
earn $480 weekly assembling,circuit boards/electronic components>
at home. Experience unnecessary,
will train. Immediate openings your
local area. Call 1-520-680-7891
EXT. C200
APARTMENT FOR RENT
11 Roosevelt Ave. — 2 bedrooms (5 rooms) . Available beginning of June. 453-9756 or
453-6429.
WHITEWATER RAFTING
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
$65.00
MAY 3RD
1-800-UNICORN

GOVT FORECLOSED homes
fro m pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax, Repo 's, REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free 800-218-9000 Ext. H10854 for current listings.
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches , Cadillacs , Chevys ,
BMW's Corvettes. Also Jeeps ,
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-10854 for
current listings.
Europe $169 OW
Mexico/Caribbean $189 RT
& World Wide Destinations
Cheap!!
IF YOU CAN BEAT THESE
PRICES START YOUR OWN
DAMN AIRLINE
Air-Tech, Ltd. 212/219-7000
infor@areotech.com
http://campus.net/aerot0ch

Find Pina l Distr action only at ;

TheJ^ Station"
^^

MggMf

® sony. com

www•s ony .c om
Airline tickets provided by American Airlines for travel anywhere in the
Continental U.S. Some restrictions and conditions may apply.

What did you have for lunch?
"Uh, no no no, not that..."

"Oh.' U h..."

"Uh..."

"Lemme think of a good one

here.O.K. hold on! Uh..."

"Forget it , just make something

up." '

7?> :
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President Cooter resigns, Will- try
his luck as a tackle in tlie NFL
BY MAYHEM

quicker
Brian G^den '97

Class President
No one put his X^^^^m^n
April than
beers
finished his 24
19.
He
in
Golden during the- c^^^«)n
of
time
approximately 12 minutes for
under six hours,with an ^Sage
many
of the intoxicating senior
each beer. Golden helpe|pengineer
events this year, and he also provided one of the more colorfulevents
of the Senior Trip to Portland whtn he urinated in a boot bucket on the
buis ride home.
.
wggi
^

Asst. Shorts Editor
Bob Cooter has been Colby's
President since before the Civil
War, but he announced this past
week that he's leaving Mayflower
Hill for greener pastures.
Cooter has announced that he
will leave Colby to become an offensive tackle in the NFL.
Cooter is not young. And
Cooter is not big. But for some odd
reason, he thinks that he'll make a
fantastic tackle in the NFL.
"I'll be damn good ," said
Cooter. "These other guys may be
a little bigger, but I'm quick. And
I can outsmart them. You'll see,
you little prick."
Cooter,who is normally a softspoken man, was very animated
and even aggressive when he was
interviewed. It seems like he has
something to prove.
Isn't he worried that defensive
lineman such as Reggie White and
Warren Sapp will overpower him
and smush himlike a small,wimpy
bug?
"Does it look like I'm worried?
I'll kick your ass all over this office," said Cooter.
After recovering from an unusually long fit of hysterical laughter, I decided to ask Cooter what
his motivation was for joining the
NFL. I had a hunch that I knew the
reason.
Cooter was briefly courted by a
Hollywood movie company this
past summer for a starring role in
an upcoming film. The company
is in the beginning stages of producing a full length movie based
on the popular TV show The
Simpsons.
Instead of the normal cartoon
characters,however, the cast is going to be played by real actors.
The company caught one
glimpse of Cooter and decided he
was the perfect person to play Mr.
Burns, the frail nuclear power tycoon that is Homer's boss.
"The resemblance is striking,"
said Ima Toolbox, a representative of the company. "If Mr Bu r n s
wasn't a cartoon, I would have a
hard time telling the two of them
apart."
Unfortunately, Cooter's wife
wouldn't let him accept the role

Senior

_

Crai g Bowden '98

Thingsalways get a little iish y during the annual St. PIfricKs Day
Doghead, but Bovvden went tar beyond the call of duty wjhen he ate at
least'fhg0&f ish In fact, he finished all of tht«nand thepar^r organizers
were rcweed to go on a "fish run." Bowdcn helped plan "The Funk
Party" in the Heights which turned out lo bc one of rhe more rambunctious parties of the year, and the following weekend participated and
finished in case days on both Friday and Saturday .

Brent Ryan '97 and Dan a
Cease '97
Echo Illustrated Photo
Teams recruited Cooter to be a quarterback , but he insisted
upon being an offensive lineman. He likes pan cakes.
because it was not a Colby approved program.
So, Cooter decided that if he
couldn't be a movie star, then he
should head for the NFL.But why
would he choose to be an offensive lineman, where publicity and
recognition are slimmer than his
waistline?
"I like pancakes," said Cooter,
referring to the statistic given to
an offensive lineman every time
he knocks an opponent on their
behind. Orlando Pace, who was
the first pick in this year's draft,
popularized the term last year at
Ohio State when he made a run for
the Heisman trophy.
How many pancakes does
Cooter expect to get next year as a
rookie in the league?
"I want lots. I want LOTS," said
Cooter. Then he hopped out of his
chair and began jumping up and
down and yelling, "pancakes,pancakes, pancakes, with butter and
syrup and little bit of bacon on the
side, and then more and more pancakes..."
I have a feeling that Cooter will
resume his Presidency sooner than
he thinks.Q

Expectations are always high w hen those two legendary beer die
Saturday's semester i nfale WWNST
layers
come to^;e|j ^^S^|^ist
p
deliver. They easily handled
tournamen ^^S^^'i^^^d^^^to
op^^§ro-^»^^^^
fcitthe usually tough
their opponl^Bohe
team of Golden and Jason Klein '-^^^^nnal/mus reclaiming thentitle. It was a fitting end for them™to four years of almost religious
dedication to the game of beer die.
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Thanks for a great year!
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Live Music

j^Q cover onI.D
weekends
with
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Colby

.

IG MlCROBREWS

Har poon IPA , Hardcore Cider , Otter Creek & Pete 's Mardi Gras - $2 prom 10 - 11:30

Is the enlightened being truly free?
"The mind created a hell out

"To kn ow you can di e is to

of heaven, and a heaven from

be dead already."
-Helicopter

"Enlightenment is the blossoming of the seed of the mind."
-Flowers

hell."
-Mule

"No. Our knowledge of freedom creates our jail."
-Toilet

"What? I like beans?"
-Sean Dugan '00
Echo photos by Ansel A dams
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Shorts Editor
Growing tension between
Colby's Physical Plant and campus golfers who do not replace
their divots reached a pinnacle
last Saturday night when Assistant Groundskeeper Karl Karlson
shot and killed Colby senior Forest Catt
"This is a true tragedy. Catt
was one of the best campus golfers who ever played the game,"
said campus golf Head Coach
Jimmy Tortellini. "It's true he often forgot to replace his divots,
but I believe hedidn't understand
how much work PPD does on the
course."
This spring has been particularly dry, and much of the.Kolby
course is still dirt. PPD has
struggled to get the campus green
only to see its work damaged day
after day by golfers like Catt.

. -* "Something had to be done
about people like Catt. It's a shame
he had to die, but the grass has to
grow," said Head Groundskeeper
Dan Newin.
Catt was playing the infamous
flagpole hole at around 11:30 p.m.
when he hit his drive. He had a
particularly large divot, and when
he continued to play without replacing it, a shot rang out from the
Librarytower. Apparently Karlson
had been waiting for him.
"It was a good thing he was
alone. Katt used to putt at night
with the fifteen year old daughter
of the dean," said teammate Jon
Daley '97.
Karlson had developed a
strange reputation with PPD even
before the incident.
"He had a bit of a staring problem with the women golfers, especially ones who wore green," said
Newin. "He tried to get me to introduce a different kind of grass for
the course-something about a hy-

golfer
bridbetweenKentuckyBluegrass
and Northern California
. Sensamia, but it was a little
harsh/'
Catt will be missed by his fellow classmates and golfers.
"No one;was as long as Catt.
He could haul off and whack
one," said Daley. "He was pretty
fun to party with too. It was too
bad about his divot problem."
When he was apprehended
by Colby Security Officer Dan
Bendover, Karlson proclaimed he
wasmerely following orders from
ISlewin,
' ""I did it by the authority of the
government of the United Nations; I want to be the head
groundskeeper in six years,that's
my schedule," said Karlson.
Apparently the tragedy could
have been avoided if Karlson
hadn't misunderstood Newin's
request.
"I told him to kill all the gophers,not golfers,"said Newin.Q
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Echo photo by Colby Nature Lover

The Mule gets f ir e dand the skunk takes over as Colby's mascot.

Out with th e White Mule,
in with the Skunk
BY LAZ

Shorts Editor
Athletic Department Chair
Richy Whitless announced yesterday that the White Mule will no
longer be the Colby mascot. Criticism of the White Mules has been
rampant over the last few years,
and a super secret special committee decided to do away with the
Mule and replace it with the Black
and White Skunk.
"We wanted to choose a mascot that would not be as reflective
of the homogeneity of the school
body. We felt that by choosing a
mascot that is both black and white
it will aid in the promotion of diversity for Colby," said Whitless.
Initial reaction to the new mascot has been unanimous support.
"I expect that many more applicants will be drawn to idea of apply ing to Colby now that we have a
mascot that is not associated with
the rear-end," said Dean of Submissions Parky Beerage. "We hope
to have a cologne modeled after the
skunk at the bookstore soon."
Associative Dean of Temp
Housing Big Johnson added that
he felt the skunk's strong scent and
character was very appropriate

considering the current state of
Colby's residential halls.
"There is a certain pride that we
can have that our mascot's smell is
similar to the odor in most of the
dorms," he said. "The dorms often
have been accused of having the
aroma of stale beer, old bong water,or boot. But nothing really sums
it up as much as the pungent smell
of the skunk."
Students were also excited about
the change.
"This is my dream come true. I
can't wait to go to games and chant
along with my fellow Colby fans:
'Skunk, Skunk, Skunk! We love to
get drunk!'" said Senior Class President Molsen Golden.
It is also hoped that the new

¦ncvae 'cot -will-Kelp irv ^oliiViAg CtOXlcl -

tionsJorthe Skampaignior. CoJby
and the Senior Pledge.
"We feel that nature lovers and
residents of Foss-Woodman will be
more willing to give money in
honor of the lovable skunk," said
President Bob Cooter.
The skunk is expected to be a
more intimidating mascot for opponents like Bowdoin and Bates
than the Mule.
"Everyone is afraid of the skunk.
It is going to be great having one at
games," said Whitless.Q

Thank you Colby students for a Al Corey Music Center
great year. Have a fun summer. **% "Ever ythin g in Music "
Congratulations to the Class of *97
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99 Mai n Str eet , Waterville
Telephone 872-5622

So, what do you like to do in your spare time?
...I find I have some time to kick
back...

...what with storing food for the
winter and all.

Well, I'm actually very
busy...

But in the springtime...

...and down a Natty or two.
Echo photos by Karl
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It's not that cold up
1 here in Maine as
far as you
know. In between trips to
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Mayhem* citing
Rod Blackhaw ks ha t ($3)
Ba] s Shot g,qss ^)
^

Colby's Flannel Boxers ($15 )

satomon 8w boots ($100

Voikl skis wi t h Markor bin dings ($500)

models , Mayhem (lef t ) and Laz ,
ILa2:'s clothing
«
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bring some warmth to the Chapel . .«* ro^oi hat <$4)
Bailey 's Shot Glass (Free)
. ,
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Hill earlier this winter
for our first Doghead iws ($ i5)
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Langa ski boots ($2S0)

Atomic skis with Marker bindings ($400)
J ennifer Atwood's Utat Echo photo
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Asst. Din of Student Activities Susan Moore
not rehired for 1997-1998 academic year

Voices of student body heard loud and clear through letters
BY RENEE
LAJEUN ESSE
News Editor

Qn Friday, May 2,Assistant Director of Student
Activities Susan Moore was
informed that her contract
will not be renewed by
Colby for next year. According to SGA Treasurer Tony
Moulton '97,this action was
claimed to be a result of her
failure to improve certain
unspecified weaknesses.
As Assistant Director of
Student Activities over the
past year, Moore held
many responsibilities. She
was in charge of the planning and implementation
of COOT, of assisting the
Director of Student Activities Ben Jorgensen in the
oversight and operation of
the Student Center/Pugh
Multicultural Center,of coordinating the Jan Plan activities calendar,of encouraging the initiation and facilitation of non-alcoholic
programming,of initiating
programs in Small residence hall where she resides, and of performing
various other duties in
both Student Activities
and Residential Life.
On Mond ay, Moulton
sent an e-mail message to
over three hundred students with contacts to
Moore, whether through
SGA, East Quad residence

hall, the COOT Committee She explained her dedica- formance were requested policy. Both explained the
or any other areas, request- tion during this trying time from the students at any process involved in evaluing feedback from students by saying, "You (the stu- time when her future at ating new administrative
concerning the tasks Moore dents) didn't do this to me." Colby was called into ques- employees, however. Achad performed overtheyear
In an SGA meeting held tion. This clearly indicates cording to Kassman,
and how she had done so. Monday evening, the stu- that the student body was "...new administrative emMoulton acknowledged in dent feedback expressed overlooked in this deci- ployees serve an initial prothis messagehisfeeling that, over e-mail was presented sion."
bationary period, in the
"... she's done her job..."
to the rest of student govTwo students, Jen event that the employee or
In response, over one ernment or any interested Atwood '97 and LaWaunn the College wish to termihundred dedicated stu- individuals concerning Curry '97 were involved in nate the employment reladents expressed their sup- Moore's performance. Ap- Moore 's selection last tionship without prejudice.
port for Moore's successes proximately twenty-five spring. According to Continued employment
and dedication to enhanc- students gathered through- Atwood,the committeenar- beyond this time is subject
ing student life on campus. out the hour and a half meet- rowed the candidates to to satisfactorily meeting the
Enclosed in this Special Edi- ing to discuss the situation three individuals,and even- College's expectations..."
tion Echo are a few of these and draft a camp us-wide tually chose Moore. Atwood Jorgensen reiterated this,
letters. These responses de- letter,signed by sixteen stu- was not contacted for her saying that the perfortail Moore's dedication to dents, most affiliated with input on the decision re- mance of employees durthe COOT program, her SGA, which was sent out to garding Moore's departure ing this probationary petranscendence of expected the Colby community on from Colby this past week, riod is evaluated several
responsibilities as East Tuesday.
however. She echoed the times throughout the year
Quad faculty resident and
Moore is overwhelmed feelings of many students and these emp loyees are
her dedication to social pro- by the student response"to on campus, saying, "If you given written evaluations
gramming and the imple- her removal from Colby. have students on the selec- highlightingtheir strengths
mentation of campus "It's gotten me through this tion committees, then you and weaknesses.
events,among other things. really tough time. I can't maybe should have them
When asked if she was
When asked about her thank the students enough. on follow-up committees." given any justification for
feelings on what she has Mere words can't explain
Daniel Deitch '97, resi- her dismissal, Moore could
accomplished this year, how I feel," she said.
dent of East Quad and one only say, "I really don't
Moore responded, "I feel
Along with acknowl- of the sixteen students who know what happened. They
like I've done a really good edging all of Moore's ac- composed thecampus-wide claim they did (give reajob .I've worked really hard complishments throughout letter, explained that those sons)..."
on all the programs I've the year, the letter spoke who met were aggravated
Al though Moore is disdone ... I've always felt that about the lack of student with the lack of student in- heartened by the decision
I've attacked every project input involved in this deci- put in the decision. "Stu- for her dismissal, she is
with integrity." Following sion which will affect the dent voice is definitely say- proud of her accomp lishthe day she received notifi- campus. The letter read, ing that shehas donea good ments over the year, as is
cation of her dismissal, "Students were instrumen- job," said Deitch.
the student body. "If I had
Moorespent fourteen hours tal in the decision to hire
Both Jorgensen and the chance to do it all over
on Saturday working with Susan for this position,hav- Dean of Students Janice again... I'd do it. I have no
Mary Low Commons in or- inginterviewedseveral can- Kassman would not com- regrets... I can walk out
ganizing and working to didates for the job. Yet, no ment on Moore's dismissal with my head up high,"
make Foss Arts a success. evaluations of Susan's per- d ue to restraints of College she said.Q
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The latest development
in Eric Hansen 's theme
("Lack of... direction at
Colby") is the shakeup in
the Dean of Students and
Student Activities offices.
To explain the general malaise at Colby, expressed by
anxious seniors, frustrated
support staff, or junior faculty to name but a few, one
need look no further than
Colby's senior management. "New administrative
blood" does not last very
longhere; this growingpattern points to a few egotistical administrators without
a clear mandate from the
student body whose power
needs to be reigned in.
AsAssistantDirector of
Student Activities, Susan
Moore has contributed to
Colby's residential life significantly, working behind
the scenes with the very
dedication and familiarity
with the students touted by
Colby's sales and market-

ing division. Her presence
and contribution is certainly
much more appreciated
than that of the power mongers of Colby's highly politicized administration ,
working in complete anonymity and perfect unaccountability. Who are these
people with the final word
and titles that bear no relation to their influence on
campus? You would be surprised how much Administrative Services, for example, impacts students'
daily lives—maybe a management style learned at
Harvard during Cotter's
time... (obviously before
Total Quality Management
ever became in vogue).
Pretty bad year for turnover,
Bill: four assistant directors
hired, four assistant directors gone or going.
Colby needs some "new
blood" to give it the senseof
direction and the dynamism
that a small, liberal arts in-

stitution of this caliber
should have. In exceeding
at every function and responsibility of her position ,
Susan Moore was that "new
blood" and her addition to
the Colby community was
encouraging. Whereexactiy
did she fail duringher shortlived term with Student
Activities? The only apparent "weaknesses" seem to
be coming from the higher
echelons of the Dean of Students and Student Activities offices and their inability to retain qualified personnel. It is certainly convenient for the administration
to announce Susan's departure after the last "serious"
Echo and just before exam
week. I am not a conspiracy
theorist, but it is unbelievable that students were not
given any say whatsoever
in the decision despite
Susan's working/orthe students (Sti4dent Activities)
and with the students.

In keeping with Colby's
tradition of daring achievements, admitting women
hundreds of years before
peer institutions and creating Jan Plan, Colby should
consider instituting student
evaluations of its administration. After all, we do
evaluatefaculty on the quality of our education,the sine
qua non of our presencehere,
and the health center on the
quality of carethat theyprovide, yet do we have any
idea what the popular approval ratings are for
Colby's senior management? But, I suppose that
would be like asking Congress to pass campaign finance legislation. From the
expression of student support, there would no doubt
about the content of Susan's
evaluation.
Before waxing lyrical
about their blissful experiences at Colby, students
should consider Colby's

potential.Colby's direction,
or lack thereof , is clearly not
best served by treading
water as Greg Merriman's
letter seemed to suggest,
confirming Eric'sentire thesis by his third paragraph:
for somepeople, "itjust /iappe ns that way"is not a good
enough answer. The students should certainly expect abetter answer regarding Susan Moore's fate.
Only in looking for areas in
which to improve, will
Colby achieve its potential.
Hiring Susan Moore was
certainly a step in the right
direction as an invaluable
addition to both Student
Activities and the Colby
community as a whole. It's
a shame to see that Colby
can't stay the course.

As the three Head Residents in East Quad, we are
outraged that Susan Moore
has been dismissed from the
Student Activities office.
Each of us has had a very
special and individual relationship with Susan this
year because she is our faculty resident. One of the
most important things that
a faculty resident can do is
relate well to the students.
From day one Susan has
acted as a parent to Small

and all of EastQuad by guiding the freshman,aiding the
hall staff and creating a
dorm community. She held
a "get to know your faculty
advisor night"at the beginning of the year and ever
since then has continued to
have an open door policy.
Whether it has been to use
her kitchen to bake cookies,
a meeting place for hall
council, or just to sit and
chat, Susan has become an
integral part of Colby life.

While she supported all
dorm activities with her attendance, she also organized her own programming, which included barbecues, cookie baking,
study breaks,rape crisis info
night, and personality typing.
As you all should know,
Susan has also contributed
greatly to the social life
through her position in the
Student Activities office.
She organized Mr. Colby,

the Jewel and Indigo Girls
concerts,alcohol awareness
week, and most of the
JanPlan functions. While for
the administration these accomplishments may have
been overlooked,we as hall
staff and representatives of
the student body feel that
we could not have asked for
anything more from a faculty resident/Assistant Director.
Above all, Susan has
been a good friend to us and

countless other Colby students. If this letter serves no
other purpose, it will be to
let Susan know that the residents of East Quad will miss
her smiling face and
thoughtful advice next year.

As a res ident of Eas t

faculty apartment earlier
this year. She provided not
only a chance for the students to meet her,but also a

chance for the residents to addition to the numerous community to lose such a
meet each other. Her con- contributions she has made valuable asset as Susan.
cern for the student body outside the quad. It would
Nick LaRusso '00
seems reflective of this, in be a shame for the Colby

Sean Dunphy '97

i&JL -^ mj

Quad, I had the opportunity to meet Susan Moore
when she invited us to her

Chris Einstein '99
Adam Elboim '97
Leanna Hush '99
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I am writing to express
my full support of Susan
Moore and herdedicated and
selflessperfbnnanoeand commitment to the student body.
I have worked with her in
planning events, and most
recently witnessed the great
amount of time she invested
intheplanningand execution
of Foss arts. She has consistency demonstrated support
for students, making herself
availableboth duringthe day
and afterhours.I have found
Susan to be amiable and approachable, and I would,
without hesitation,approach
Susan before Ben Jorgensen
on most issues. Susan has

~^m^^ mm^m^m^mK"m^^

mmm

quickly adapted to the "ways"
of the student associationand
activities office, and has perfbrmedaboveexpectationsfor
the first year. I have spoken
with several friends,
dormmates,and aquaintenoes
who support Susan's efforts
to improve programing. She
went out of her way to
accomodate presidents and
commons leaders when we
needed programing funds
and materialsforevents.DuringorientationSusannotonly
participated in the training,
butjuggledher responsibilies
of COOT as well, smoothing
over complications and
accomodating students on

Susan Moore has been with Susan on a number of
an enormous aid to me this different levels. When I
year. I returned to Colby in hosted an AIDS awareness
January after spending a session in my dorm with
semester abroad and Susan guest Jody Hartly, Susan,
made a point to introduce even though she is a resiherself within the first few dent of East Quad and has
days. As the semester pro- no rigid commitments with
gressed, I began interacting West Quad, came over and

I think the question
which you put to us is actually the answer to itself.
"What tasks did she NOT
perform?" But instead of
"Where did she go wrong?"
I am more ready to ask,
"What more could she have
possibly done?"How many
times was I part of the planning of an event where Susan had to run off to one
meeting or another, but
promisingtobebackas soon
as possible,and meaning it.
I saw her remain cool, collected, warm, and funny
the Mr. Colby Pagthrough
I
i eant planning process, the
J COOT interview sessions,
the COOT leader barbecue,
the numerous dorm meetingsand dormstudy breaks

Letters
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at her apartment, as well as
more serious dorm events
like the discussion on
Rohypnol. She more than
fulfilled her residence hall
duties, as far as I can see. I
live in East Quad, and there
are many people here who
think of Susan as almost a
big sister to the people in
these three dorms. She is
always visible, and despite
her crazy job description,
she is always ready for a
discussion about the way
Colby works, or any other
little thing that might be on
a student's mind . She is
never patronizing or motherly, and this quality has
earned her maj or respect
from college students trying to be more independent

thier trips.
Her contract includes the
responsibility of responding to campus emergencies,
and one incident particularl y sticks out in my mind
which is representative of
Susan's dedication, reason,
and ability to competently
handle such situations. Earlier this semester I was dispatched to an emergency
call as a member of C.E.R.
the patient became increasingly hostile and we did not
hesitate to call Susan for
help. She arrived immediately, listened to the account
of the situation, and was
able to sucessfully approach

and talk with the student.
Susan then conferred with
myself and security to make
the best decision appropriate to the situation. Her professionalism and levelheaded actions were greatly
appreciated by all on the
scene.
Susan has been a wonderful asset to the Colby
community and I am extremely disappointed that
her contract was not renewed. The process by
which this situation was
handled, coupled with the
timing and vague grounds
for dismissal are gross examples of the omission of

student imput in decisions
that affect the larger student
body. From the standpoint
of a campus leader and student , I would be overjoyed
if we had more staff members who demonstrated
such dedication and leadership capabilities.

attended the meeting. Her
participation with our
group brought the meeting
to another level. I was also
very glad to have her support. I also planned a campus wide chem-free pool
party on the weekend of
April 12th. Susan assisted

me with getting the funds,
the movie screen, and the
posters. Every day, when I
had questions, Susan was
there. I have also enjoyed
Susan as my faculty resident since West Quad is not
fortunate enough to have
one this year. Susan has a

wonderful open door policy
- I always know that 1 am
welcome to stop by. Susan
is friendly, hard working,
and involved. I am very sad
that she will not be returning for the coming year.

(as college students tend to
do). Her treatment of students as equals is probably
the main reason why so
many students are so attached to her.
This situation would almost be laughable, if it
weren't so sad and frustrating. I mean,of all the people
working for Colby, Susan is
the single last person I expected to be dismissed. It's
ridiculous. Her presence
here has been excellent for
the health of this community. I challenge Janice
Kassman, or Ben Jorgensen
forthatmatter,to counth ow
many students they have
gotten to know in the past
year. Then call Susan Moore
(x4930 off the top of my

head) and compareyour figures. Susan KNOWS us,
supports us, gives us fun
stuff to do on a regular basis, and treats us like people
instead of statistics on a
short four year ride. Susan
Moore knows my name.
How many other Colby administrators or staff can say
that?
Do not dismiss Susan.
This is a grave error, and I
can safely say that the fight
to keep her here among us
will be one student activity
which people are going to
takeveryseriously.And one
more thing. We Colby students have a ton of work to
do right now, and we don't
need any added stress, so
please,Janice and Ben,hold

off on firing any more of our
favorites. Unless of course
YOU TWO had somewhere
else to be, besides Colby.

Gina Espinosa-Salcedo '99
Coburn President

Becky Golden '98

Oliver Griswold '99
COOT leader
East Quad Resident
Mr. Colby Contesta nt

Letters
I am writing to support
Susan Moore and the excellent job she has done at
Colby.
In my position as Mary
Low Commons President I
have worked regularly with
Susan all year long planning events such as
Skalloween and Foss Arts.
There are few administrators at Colby with whom I
have felt so comfortable.
Susan is a joy to work with
because she puts so much
enthusiasm and hard work
into empowering students.
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We have worked closely
with Susan on the COOT
committee over the past
year. She came into a very
difficult job,foDowing in the
footsteps of two Colb y
graduates who had previously filled herposition.She
has surpassed any expectations we had for a COOT
facilitator. Last summer,her
hard work was displayed

She's been a terrific liason
between the students and
the administration.
Just this past weekend
Susan gave Mary Low Commons a day of her personal
time to see that Foss Arts
ran smoothly. I can say that
without her help Foss Arts
would not have survived
the myriad of problems
a
which plagued us
scheduling conflict, problems with our t-shirt order,
bad weather, dealing with
the demands of the bands
and the production people.

by the successof COOT this
year,and shehasbeenworking diligently all year to prepare for next years trips.
Personally,Susan is friendly
and
motivated
and
consistenlyavailable for discussing any issues related
to COOT or otherwise. It is
our feeling that Susan has
made incredible progress
thisyear,and weanticipated

Susan was brillant at helping us maneuver through
all of it. She even helped
with clean-up.
Duringmytime at Colby
I have always understood
that student input is valued.
I do not understand why no
students were involved in
this particular decision. In
my opinion a grave mistake
was made. At the very least,
student government leaders should have a chance to
evaluate theperformanceof
student affairs administrators just as students now

evaluate facult y. I believe

that such a consultation
would have shown Susan
Moore to be highly effective
and professional.
I am also concerned
about the timing of this particular decision and the implications it poses for next
year. The Assistant Director of Student Activities
should already be preparing for next year and programming, such as,
C.O.O.T. Further,Colby will
only be able to conduct a
limited candidate search.

Neither of these outcomes
is in the best interest of
Colby students.
Colby has been lucky to
have Susan Moore this year.
I wish her the best of luck.
My hope is Colby will leam
from this experience and not
repeat such a mistake in the
future.
Flannery Higgins '99
President

MaryLowCommons

thatnextyearwould be even
more successful now that
she is accustomed to the
dynamics of Colby.
Pertaining to the organization of COOT this summer, it is absolutely ridiculous that she was fired at
this time. COOT requires
massive organization over
the summer by someone
who is familiar with it. Su-

san has spent the entire year be severely jeopardized
preparing for COOT, and without Susan.
we do not see any viable
alternative to having her
Zoe Kaplan '97, Linsay
coordinate it this summer
Cochran '97, Matt Toms
(especiallysince thestudent
'97, Crans Baldwin '99,
COOT coordinator has no Abby Manock '99, Jennifer
experience on the COOT
McElhinny '99, Erika
committee). Considering
Blauch '99, Brian Golden
the importance of COOT to '97, Susan Hesselbach '97,
the college, we feel that the
Wilder Doucette '00 &
success of orientation will
Christopher Marks '00

for advice when I needed
someone to talk to, someone to point me in the right
direction, or just a shoulder
to cry on. I can honestly say
that without her compassion, I doubt that I would
have gained the incredible
happiness and contentment
which I have discovered in
my second semester here at
Colby.
Susan Moore is an in-
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I am comp letely appalled and shocked that the
administration would even
consider letting Susan
Moorego. Had she not been
here this year,I don't know
how I would have gotten
through my first semester
here at Colby. I live down
the hall from Susan in Small
and she has been my friend
and confidant for the entire
year. Without Susan's ad-

vice and patience, I can't
even begin to imagine how
my year would have turned
out.
Being a freshman, first
semester was hard enough.
However, for me all of the
normal difficulties of the
first few monthsaway from
home were coupled with
other unexpected, intense
difficulties. Susan was the
person whom I turned to

credible asset to the Colby
community.In my eyes,she
has gone above and beyond
the call of duty in her tasks
in the Stu-A office. Added
to that, as a faculty resident
she has been an essential
element to life in East Quad.
Her door is always open for
everyone to stop by and say
Hello or to sit and talk. I
simply cannot imagine that
any undefined "weakness"

could possibly outweigh
Susan'simmeasurablededication to the students of
Colby,as I have experienced
first hand her compassion
and understanding. Susan
Moore is an amazing person and my vision of Colby
would not be complete if
she were absent from it.

Asa studentworkerin the
student activitesoffice, I have
not had direct contact with
Susan Moore in terms of ihe
planning and supervising of
campus activites. However,I
havebeenable to observe her
,ranghardworkinallactivities
ing from COOT to the Mr.

Colby CollegePageant.Ihave
Susan Moore has served with adults,exceptfor profesobservedherpresenoeatweekasoneofmysupervisoTsinthe
sors, and mat is something
endeventsallyear,alwayshan- student activites office, and which 1truly miss. Susan has
dlinganyproblemsrhatwould often providesme with work filled mat role for me, being
arise. I havealsoobserved her tobedone.Qnapersonallevel
, bothafriend and a rolemodel.
interaction with student lead- Susanhasbeenanadultwhom NextyearI willbeserving as
ers. She has always shown I have looked up to all year. I sophomore dass representadeep concern and interestin havefourdthatbeingatschooL tive,and waslooking forward
theirideas and plans.
I have much less interaction to working with Susan. I am

very disappointed and upset

Keryn Kwedor '00

aboutSusan'sdismissaLwhich
appears to me to be unwarranted.
Erin Roberts '00
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Susan Moore is one of
the best employees that I
have had the opportunity
to interact with at Colby. I
know Susan on a personal
level as a result of her extraordinary ability to respond to an emergency situation, which is part of her
job description. Her dismissal would diminish the

relationship between students and the administration.
The weekend before
spring break I was taken to
the Emergency Room at the
Mid-Maine Medical Center
after sustaining injuries
from a fall. Susan was on
call that night, and she
joined me at the hospital

from two until four in the
morning. While trying to
keep me calm, she spent
time running back and forth
between the ER and the
waiting room, informing
my friends of what was going on. Susan was very nice
and responded well to my
unfortunate situation. This
past weekend she was still

inquiring into my condition.
Her actions have been above
and beyond any treatment I
ever expected to receive
from a member of the Colby
administration.
Out of all of the administrators at Colby, I have not
met any other so active and
so involved with the students as Susan has been. She

is on a level with us where
she isn 't threatening —
rather she is approachable,
and this is an essential quality for someone in her position. I feel that Susan has
done a wonderful job and
therefore that her contract
at Colby should be renewed.

Concerning the decision
tonot extend SusanMoore's
contract, I am astounded
and incredibl y disappointed. As a dorm president, I've had the pleasure
of working with Susan all
year long. Whenever I've

needed purchaseorders,she
has always had them ready
promptly. She has always
been very accessible, approachable, and helpful.
Not only did shecompletely
fulfill her job description
concerning duties with and

for dorm presidents,but on
a more personal level,she's
ALWAYS been very
friendly and someone to
whom I can talk...on an
aside, this is in contrast to
Ben Jorgenson who scares
theshitoutof meeverytime

I approach him because of
his somewhat impersonal
character. I met Susan last
Fall during COOT training
and she did an excellent job
with COOT. Her enthusiasm concerning student life
at Colby has been wonder-

ful. Colby is making a huge
mistake by letting her go.

Susan Moore'sdismissal
is, in my opinion, completely unfair. Susan is not
only one of the nicest people
I have met here at Colby,
but one of the most capable
in her position. She works
for STUDENT activities.
Notice my capitalization.
She does not work for
DEAN activities, nor does
she work for FACULTY,
STAFF, or ADMINISTRATION activities. She works
for STUDENT activities
where she has ultimately
been our link to the administration.
We, as students, were
involved in the process to
hireher. There was as board
comprised of mainly students who gave the green
light to hire her last year.

However, in the decision to
fire her, students were noticeably absent. Why were
we even "allowed" to hire
her when the administration can sweep her away
when they see fit? Students
aren'tinvolved in hiring and
firing of senior staff , so senior staff shouldn't be involved in hiring or firing of
STUDENT Activities personnel. (Especially when
they led us to believe that
we actually had a say.)
In order to work for students, one needs to establish a working relationship
with them. I know from my
experiencesin coming to the
office that she has always
beenwilling to help me, always met me with a smile,
and always addressed me

by my name. It means a lot
to me when someone says
"Hello, Brian, what's up?
What can I get you?" when
you go to their office to ask
them a question. And ,if the
Stu-A dinner on Wednesday isany indication of how
the other leaders feel ,I think
that we can safely assume
that all of us who worked
with Susan thought she had
done a great job this year.
I want to know where
she went wrong. As an employee of the College over
the past few summers,I was
here when Susan first arrived and took her position.
The first impression I got
from talking to her wasthat
she was willing to try anything and do anything to
get the ball rolling and make

things happen. I had a few
questions about COOT for
her (I was a COOT leader)
and even though she had
only been here a few weeks,
she already knew morethan
I did about the program and
I had led a trip every year!
This, I feel, attests to her
work ethic and the fact that
she put a lot of effort into
learning her job from the
very beginning.
However, and this may
be a sad note, I also remember a rather disturbing feeling about last summer.
While Susan was learning
the ropes here, I continually
heard her referred to as "the
new JoshEckel."This,while
perhaps accurate in some
ways,was also detrimental.
It created a situation where

Susan might have felt uncomfortable - she might
have felt she had "big shoes
to fill" or some other expectations to live up to. While
Josh was a great guy who
did a lot as Assistant Director (I also knew him pretty
well while he was a student
here), he did not leave a
gaping hole when he left.
And, regardless of how big
hisperceived "shoes"might
have been I can proudly say
that Susan has tried them
on and promptly busted
rightthroughthem Let'ssee
who can fill her shoes.

As far as how Susan has
influenced me here at Colby,
I can't say enough! During
the beginning of the second
semester, I was dealing with
somethingin my life thatwas
harderthananything I'd ever
been through before. Even
worse, I wasn't allowed to

discuss it with anyone. I confided in Susan (as a school
official), and she supported
meand helpedmethroughit.
I seriously don't know what I
wouldhavedonewithouther.
I can't even recall how
many times Susan has kept
her door of her appartment

open for anyone to come in
and see her. I live practically
right next door to her. She is
generous with the small living space this college gives
her. I rememberthat during
winter finals, a bunch of us
would always be in there
working on a huge jigsaw

puzzIe-Susan'scompanywas
friendly, and warm, and she
always set a good example.
Sheahvaysletsmyfriends
and I use her appartment for
anything, whetherit'san episode of ER or to bakebrownies.I neverfail to seeSusan at
every event, mingling, and

making sure that tilings run
smoothly, and she doesn't
complain. Sheis a wonderful
addition to this college.

Hillary Lerch '99

Cindy Lohmann '98

Brian A. Miller '97
Dana President

RebeccaSolomon '00
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Letters

I am writing to express
my utter discontent at an
issue that I feel should be
brought to the attention of
all members of the Colby
Community. (I hope the
Trustees are reading) On
Friday May 2,Susan Moore,
the Assistant Director of
Student Activities, was notified that her contract for
the upcoming academic
yearwasnotbeingrenewed.
The primary reason that I
am disturbed with this issue is that there was no student input regarding how
Susan was performing in
any aspect of her job.I know
thisfirst handbecause
Ihave
had the privilege of working with Susan on several
occasions and my opinion
of her job performance was

at no time requested. To be
honest, I find it comp letel y
ridiculous that the administration did not ask for input from students on this
issue especially when by
nature of her job title she
interacts with students on a
daily basis.
My primary involvement with Susan comes
with my job as Social Chair.
Susan has been exceptional
in her assistance with the
planning and overseeing of
the operation of all the social events that took place
this year. For this I thank
her and owe her so much
for all the dedication and
time she committed. 1have
also been a COOT leader for
this year's first-year class.
Susan helped the COOT

program to run sosmoothly,
especially considering this
was her first real job assignment upon accepting a job
at Colby. After three years
as a COOTleader,I can honestly say that this year was
the smoothest CO®T program I have experienced. In
general,it ismy opinion that
Susan should be praised
unconditionally for her constant interaction with students in all aspects of campus life. Her presence and
involvement with students
on this campus has proven
tobemostvaluablethrough
all aspects of her job and in
the friendships she has
gained with students.
From my viewpoint, the
decision by the administration not to renew Susan

M oore 's contract is a poor
one. Part of my concern
with this issue is that Colby
students have gotten used
to the administration not listening to their voices on
matters such as the alcohol
policy, the study abroad fee
and the off-campus living
fee. Now, in this issue, I am
seeing student input not
even being solicited by the
administration. I am scared
by this trend and can foresee this pattern continuing
with the increased power
that certain members of the
administration continue to
gain. Unless Colby students,
as a united coalition, take a
stance to make their voice
heard , this pattern will
progress. A famous American poet and columnistfrom

Susan is an invaluable
asset to the Colby community and to the office of Student Activities. I know that
Ben J. could not handle all
of the work that she does,
especially for the commons
leaders. She has been an
advisor and a good friend
to me over the past year.
She has always been willing to go the extra mile to
help all of us. She has at-

tended every event that we
threw. When was the last
event that Ben J. was at
where Kassman wasn't??
He doesn't show concern
for the- students any more
than Kassman does. That's
pretty pathetic that the Director of STUDENT Activities and the Dean of STUDENTS have to play such
an immature game of
...tagged you last, no tags

back! I firmly believe that
Susan's dismissal was
planned. It just seems too
perfect that there was not
going to be another Echo
and that the SGA is changing officers. It appears that
Kassman and Ben J. were
trying to pass this without
student
involvement.
THAT WILL NOT HAPPEN! We must take a stand
and this is our battle that

can not be swept under the
rug by the administration. I
am willing to take a stand
on Susan's behalf, as a representative of the STUDENTS on this campus,and
because I believe that this
college has become an institution and no longer representsthe students. I am willing to goall the way through
Cotter and speak to the
Trustees and I will not stop

there. This school means a
lot to me and that is why I
choose to get involved in
the STUDENT government;
however, it will be hard to
keep my voice from being
heard next year because I
plan to be VERY vocal!!!

I have worked in the Student Activities Office for
three years,the last of which
I have held the office of Spa
Programming Director,
working with help from
Susan Moore. Her recent
dismissal was both unfair
and unacceptable. Susan
spent her year acclimating
to a new setting, new job,
new co-workers,and a new
boss.Mostimportantly, she
worked extremely hard to

form a working relationship
with many Colby Students.
This is, was, her job. Assistant Director of Student Activities. She spent her year
servicing us, and personally, I am more than, satisfied with her performance.
Any students who know
Susan, I hope that you all
will lend your support, and
speak out against the way
sheis being treated. The reasons for Susan's dismissal

have been poorly defined
and remainunclear. Shewas
dismissed very late in the
year;after mostjob searches
are winding down, which
hurts her future employment options, and after the
last serious Ech o was
printed. Moreover, the
Colby student community
was completely excluded
from this decision. We students who worked most
closely withSusanwerenot

even involved, don't our
opinions count? I think they
do; we were her responsibility. Susan does not deserve to be let go. Her dismissal is another link in a
chain of inappropriate decisions made by the Colby
administration.There are so
many details that I would
love to write, but the Echo
has only somuch space. It is
enough to say that Susan
has worked to perform a

very difficult job all year.
She has been there for us.
Now it's our turn to repay
Susan Moore. Please show
your support for her, and
your dissatisfaction with the
decision to have her dismissed.

the la t e 19th an d ear ly 20th

centuries,Alice Duer Miller
once said "Don't ever dare
to take your college as a
matter of course - because,
like democracy and freedom many people you'll
never know anything about
have broken their hearts to
get it for you."Susan Moore
has truly been one of these
people who has tried to
make Colby a great place.
Take Alice Duer Miller's
advice to heart and make
your voices heard - Colby is
yours; don't let the administration override your
opinions. A stand must be
made.
Christopher J. Sullivan '97
SGA Social Chair

Brad Sicchitano '99
Vice President
Lovejoy Commons

Matthew Strobr98
Spa ProgrammingDirector
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I am wnting this in response to the dismissal of
Susan Moore.This ismy own
opinion, aside from the response of the SGA. I agree
entirely with the reaction of
the SGA, but I would also
like to express my own concern. If our feelings are ever
going to reach the adminis-

tration, everyone has got to
stand up and speak their
minds. I hope that I am one of
many that is expressing my
feeling to the Echo, and that
our opinions willbeheard by
more than just the students
who read our paper.
In my opinion,Susan has
fulfilled all of her required

duties,and has gone beyond
what has been asked of her.
It is a disheartening sign that
this college lacks the ability
to see that students have
been able to form a relationship with Susan that israrely
seen between students and
administrators. I feel that
when the College does

I am writing to briefl y
voice my opposition to the
firing of Susan Moore. I
live in Small, the same
residence as Susan, and

have witnessed first hand
the commitment she has
to working with the student leaders and being a
friend to all. She has orga-

nized countless dorm ac- more than I can say for siasm that should be retivities and, while living those in many of Colby 's warded, not punished.
in the dorm, she has made administrative position.
Chris Tracy '00
close friendships with Susan Moore has shown a
many students. That is committment and enthu-

As far as I am concerned, Susan Moore has
done a wonderful job this
year. All of the students
that I have talked to have
expressed their approval

for what she does as an
Assistant Director of Student Activities. I personally met her when the International Club was preparing for the International

Extravaganza. She helped
us a lot with the the sound
system and I think that she
is a great person. I was very
surprised by the fact that
her employment had been

LastFridayeveningwhen
wewereinSmallhangingup
posters for FossArts, we ran
into Susan Moore, who- invited us into her apartment
and proceeded to tell us that
she would not be coming
back next year. She wanted
to make sure that we knew
that she was not leaving her
job as Assistant Director of
Student Activities because
she wanted to, but because
she had been asked not to
comeback.I,personally,was
shocked to hear this. As a
student leader working
closely with Susan this year,
I was very impressed by the
work she did in helping usto
plan and run events,and her
job in advising us in general.
However, I was given no input in the decision making
process, and neither were
otherstudentswhohad similar relationshipswith Susan

in terms of her advising, her out that her contract would
work as a faculty resident, or not be renewed.
It is this kind of dedicaany other areas in which she
worked diligently this year. tion to the needs and the deComing in as "the new sires of studentswhich Colby
Josh Eckel" this year, Susan seemsto be lacking, and Suwas a fresh face on theColby san Moore's dismissal last
campus and brought new Friday at 4:30 is an indicator
enthusiasm toColby and Stu- of a largerpattemintheDean
dentActivitiesprogramming. of Students Office to attempt
This year was a difficult one to take away the voice of the
in termsofstudentrunevents, student body. Though I
and creativity and flexibility worked closely with Susan
were keyfactorsin pullingoff all year,asI previously menmajor events such as tioned, I had no opportunity
,and to voice my opinion on the
SkalloweenandFossArts
other Stu-A events like the matter. Not only that, but
Mr. Colby College Pageant, Susan and thestudents were
concerts, and smaller dorm informed on this decision on
events. Susan was available May 2, the day after the last
whenneededto do anything seriousissueoftheColbyEcho
from handing out purchase comesout.Thoseresponsible
orders,todeafingwirhT-shirt for this decision counted on
crises,to moving the location the fact thatthestudentvoice
of Foss Arts from outside to wouldnotbeabletobeheard
,with
theStudentCenterinthepour- abouttheissuethisyear
ingrainthedayaftershefound the end of the year coming,

things such as what is being
done to Susan, that they
show the student body that
they do not hold student
feelings and opinions very
highly. They are,in fact; telling me as an individual,that
they do not care what I think
or how I feel. If Student
Activities is to be nm inde-

pendent of what the students wa n t , th en there is no
sense in having a Student
Activities office.
Jesse Dole '99
Leonard President
Vice President 97-98
Lovejoy Commons

terminated. I, and most
likely the rest of the student body, would have really appreciated it if someone from the administra tion had taken the time to

explain to us the reasoning behind such an action.

andthatbynextyear,itwould
be forgotten. However, this
matter is large and important —it involves theissue of
student voice and the lack of
student input in dealings
which directly involve the
students, such as the dismissalof Susan Moore.
Though the administration might not have appreciated Susan's work, or even
givenher the chance to work
toherfullability,IwantSusan
and the rest of the student
body to know what an extraordinary job Susan did in
programming and advising
this year. Without her help,
large and small events alike
wouldnothavebeen
possible
and Stu-A would not have
run as smoothly as it did this
year.Susan took on a difficult
job with a great amount of
enthusiasm and interest, and
served the needs of the stu-

dent body as wellas or better
than anyone could have expected. Many students, not
justthosewhoare involvedin
student activities, are upset
by her dismissal, and rightly
so.Hadstudentsbeengivena
roleintheprocessof deciding
thisissue,SusanMoorewould
never have been fired; she
would have been praised for
herpositive relationshipwith
the student body, for which
shewashiredtoworkSusan's
dismissalwasunjustifiedand
is part of a larger pattern of
similar Dean's Office behavior;hopefullywiththehel
pof
thestudentbodythisyearand
in yearstocomewecanwork
to rectify this problem and
give power back to the student voice.

Voytek Wieckowski '00

Julie McMaster '99
VicePresident

MaryLaw Commons

Letters
Once again the College has made a decision affecting the Colby
community without any input from students. Last Friday Assistant
Director of Student Activities Susan Moore was informed that after her
very successful year, she will not be asked to return next year.
While no one can or will officiall y comment on her dismissal , it can
onlybeassumedthat thosewho made the decision feltMoore didnotli ve
up to her job expectations. However, the incr
edible outpouring of
student response indicates just the opposite. By Monday night over 100
letters were received in support of Moore. Dorm residents and top SGA
officials alike expressed an app reciation for, and approval of, the job
Moore has done this year. Her support in planning major events such as
Foss Arts , Mr. Colby and the Colb y Olymp ics was lauded by Commons
Leaders who looked to Moore time and again , and were never disappointed. Neither were students in Moore 's dorm who sought her help in
dealing with personal , athletic and academic proble ms.
Students werepart of the hiring decision ,so why have they been left
out of the evaluation and dismissal part of Moore 's tenure at Colby? We
evaluate each professor we have, why weren't the students who are an
integral part of Moore 's job asked to evaluate her performance? If the
fiistlOOletters are any indication ,the Collegewillbe hard pressed to find
another staff member involved in social life who students so unequivo -

cally support
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The larger issue students have with the decision is the overall lack of
justification and thesecrecy involved with Moore 'sdismissal. We just do
not understand how she could be let go. This is not the first time a major
decisionhasbeenannouncedattheend ofasemester ,rendering8tudents
powerless to express concerns and have their questions answered. The
comprehensive fee, announced right before finals and after the last
scheduled Presidents ' Council andEcho, comes to mind as an example of
the dysfunctional administration 's disregard for student inpu t and
reaction. It also seems to leave Moore with little time to secure an
academic job before the next school year begins.
A woman who never left the College in the lurch deserves more
respect than that If s time to evaluate the evaluators.
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TheColbyEchois a weekly newspaper published by the student s of Colby College on
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echoencourages lett ers from its readers , especially those within the immediate
communi ty. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication She same week.
Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phone number. If
possible,please also submitlettersona35inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word format.
You may also submi t letters via e-mail to "echoOcolby.edu ".
The Echo reserves the right to edit all subm issions.
The Editorials, above , are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertisin g and featur es are those of the author , not the Echo.
The Echo will make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but willnot be held
responsible for errors in adver tisements or artic les.
For informa tion on advertising rates, pub lication dates , or to contact us about
cubmitting an article, please call (207)872-3349 (x3349 on campus).
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To the Editor and th e Colb y
community:
We, the undersigned studen ts of Colby College, wish to
expres s our concern for t he lack
of student input in the decisionmaking process that affects the
campu s. Man y students are
shocked t o discover tha t Susan
Moore 's contract as Assist an t
Director of Student Activities
will not be renewed . Recen t ly at
least one hundred students expressed , via e-mail, their support for Susan 's dedication and
successful achievemen ts in the
enhancemen t of student life on
campus . We wish to take t his
opportunity to stress her outst anding accomplishmen t s as
well as our frus tra ti on with the
adminis tration 's failure to request studen t opinion ,yet again ,
specificall y in regard to Susan 's
evaluation.
In her capaci ty as Assistant
Direc tor of Studen t Activities,
one of Susan 's many responsibilities isthep lanning and implemen t ation of COOT . Members
of the COOT Comm itt ee as well
as COOT leaders have independently praised Susan for her diligen t efforts in overseeing all aspects of COOT from leader interviews to the reunion barbe cue. Susan 's responsibilities also
transcend the bounds of her office in the Student Union by serving as a facul ty residen t to Eas t
Quad . Hall presidents , hall st aff ,
and residen ts have also commended Susan for her friendliness, adv ice, opening her apar tment to all students , and , in more
waysthan one, servin g as a valuable link between the students
and administration . Susan has
embarked on an aggressive social programming campaign
throug hout the year , especiall y
during J an Plan. She was socommitted to programming during
the month of January that many
students often referred to it as
"Susan 's jam- packed J an Plan. "
She has enthusiasticall y dedicated herself to the implementa tion of event s such as
Skalloween, Mr. Colby Pageant ,
the Colb y Olympics, concerts ,
and , most recently, Foss Arts ,
following the day she received
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notification of her dismissal. She has
always been accessible to student government officers and commons lead ers, assisting them in their programming efforts. There have been many
instances when students could find
Susan in the Student Union for advice, last minu t e purchase orders , or
helping prepare for events . Despite
all the pra ise tha t Susan has received
from these various grou ps within th e
student bod y, at no point were students consulted in the decision not to
renew her contrac t.
This raises the larger issue of studen t involvement in decisions that
affec t the Colby communit y. Students
were instrumental in the decision to
hire Susan for this position , having
int erviewed several candida t es for
the job . Yet, no evalua tions of Susan 's
performance were reques ted from the
students at any time when her future
at Colby was called into question.
This clearly indica tes that the student
bod y was overlooked in this derision. However , we firml y believe tha t
Susan 's contribution to student life
on campus has been invaluable this
year .
We, the undersigned , wish to further reg ister our frustration with the
100% turnover in the three assistant
director positions to the Dean of Studen t s office and the administration 's
inabili ty to retain this talented and
dedicated grou p of individuals . Together with the lack of student consult ation,we are concerned abou t this
trend .In an attempt to raise support
for this continuing issue, the undersigned will be solicitin g signatures in
the form of a petition to be presented
to the Colb y Administration and
Trus tees. We thank you, in advance ,
for your suppor t.
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Amanda Bla tz '99
Daniel Deitch '97

Sean Dunp hy '97

Gina Espinosa-Salcedo '99
Flannery Higgins '99
Ben Lan giUe '99
Cind y Lohmann '98
J ulie McMaster '99
Brian Miller '97
Tony Moulton '97
J on Olinto '98
Brad Sicchitano '99
Matt Strobl '98
Chris Sullivan '97
Mike Truman '98
Walter Wang '99
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